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The polyalgorithm library, originally designed in 1991-1993 by Robert Falgout, Jin Li,
and Anthony Skjellum, includes fourteen dense matrix multiplication algorithms mapped onto
two-dimensional process grids using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). This thesis’ goal is
to achieve optimized performance of parallel, dense linear algebra algorithms by varying the
algorithm as a function of problem size, shape, data layout, concurrency, and architecture. We
integrate these algorithms with an intra-node BLAS DGEMM kernel designed by Thomas Hines
(Tennessee Tech), which improves the BLAS DGEMM performance in fat-by-thin dense matrix
multiplication region. We add a rank-k-based SUMMA algorithm, which performs better than
rank-1-based SUMMA. We studied performance on two cluster systems and results show the
performance and improvements achieved. We compare and contrast our results with COSMA, a
recent, highly optimized approach and verify that COSMA, using optimal 3D grid decompositions,
has significant advantages provided its preferred data layouts can be used.
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Parallel dense matrix multiplication has been a popular research topic over the years.
Several algorithms have been designed to solve this common linear algebra operation. The aim
of polyalgorithms is to maximize performance by choosing which algorithm among many is most
efficient for a particular situation (problem size, data distribution onto logical process topologies
or grids, and specific layouts of the A, B, and C matrices). For example, COSMA [25] is nearly
communication-optimal for all combinations of matrix dimensions, and CARMA [7], which is best
for rectangular grids. The 2.5D algorithm [31] uses extra memory but has issues with non-square
matrix shapes. Cannon’s algorithm [4] was designed for square grid shapes and was extended
by Mathur-Johnsson’s algorithm [28] to deal with arbitrary process grid shapes. The PUMMA
algorithm [6] was designed for non-square grids and is an extension of Fox’s algorithm [10]. The
SUMMA algorithm [36] enhances communication patterns and requires less work space.
The authors of these diverse algorithms suggest that their algorithms have the best
performance for a particular situation or a variety of problems, sizes, shapes, and concurrencies.
We present results that the general claim of “best performance” is not true for all cases where
different process grid, matrix shapes, and problem sizes are considered. We restate the earlier
premise that no single algorithm has the best performance at all times, and polyalgorithms are
therefore inevitable in the design of high-performance linear algebra libraries. We also present an
integration of the new version of the GEMM (General matrix multiplication), which is useful for
fat-by-thin cases as compared to other BLAS libraries. A new version of the SUMMA algorithm
that is rank-k-based (and so is much faster than the original SUMMA rank-1 algorithm in the
original polyalgorithms library) is also included; this does away with a legacy limitation in the
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prior work upon which this work is based. A scientific re-validation of a new and highly optimized
algorithm, COSMA [25], is also presented.
1.1 Background
Many powerful linear algebra libraries have been developed throughout the past four
decades focused on efficient and scalable implementation of dense matrix operations. The BLAS
API [8] is the origin of such libraries and software that are available for a variety of computer
architectures. Current libraries include OpenBLAS [39, 40], BLIS [37], MKL [20], and LAPACK
[2], all of which have implemented the General Matrix-Matrix multiplication (GEMM) efficiently
for various machines and architectures.
Parallel matrix multiplication algorithms have been a major topic in the high performance
computing field for many years. This is so because, behind significant computer science
applications including machine learning, data visualization, data mining, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and the Finite Element Method (FEM), there is often a matrix multiplication
taking place. Parallel algorithms speed up a given computation by performing many tasks of
an operation concurrently, such as by using many cores provided on distributed systems of
servers. A parallel system is one in which unrelated processes work together as peers using
communication protocols to send and receive messages. A typical parallel system, a cluster
computer, combines off-the-shelf multicore servers (each with their own cores, caches, main
memory, busses, networking interfaces, and optional storage), optionally with GPU accelerators,
and a network (10Gbit/s Ethernet and 100Gbit/s InfiniBand are typical cluster networks).
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a popular protocol for transmitting messages
between peer processes that form a parallel job execution environment. It is a portable, efficient
and flexible standard for the message passing model of parallel computing [9]. Parallel applications
have routinely been written in MPI for the past 25+ years, and parallel libraries, including matrix
multiplication libraries, are typically written in MPI notation to support their use in MPI-based
applications.
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The naive matrix multiplication has three loops involved in the multiplication and these
can be ordered in six ways namely: i jk, ik j, jik, jki,ki j, and k ji loop orderings. This is
the underlying technique behind the polyalgorithims, manipulated differently for the various
algorithms. The orderings perform differently in terms of speed depending on matrix shapes
and system architecture (e.g., cache). The technique reappears in the parallel solvers where
they are sometimes made faster by enhancing data distributions and always strive to use suitable
communication primitives (MPI functions). Goto et al. [12] explored the principles of highly
optimized matrix multiplication for high performance; his work is a subset of the GotoBLAS
library [11]. It uses five loops, which were implemented by Goto when he realized more
opportunities for parallelism within the third loop and added two more inner loops. In his paper
[12], smaller blocks and panels are created that can be loaded in smaller cache and, hence, yield
faster performance.
Dense matrix multiplication is relevant today since the growth of data is rampant and the
need to analyze it is also growing with every passing day. The physical storage in the computer
devices is finite and eventually gets full. Virtual storage in the cloud is the new way to store
data. This results in dense data types which must be manipulated for analysis. Dense matrix
multiplication is used in a variety of applications and is the core of many scientific computations
and data-analysis techniques. If we are able to make this operation faster and more scalable then
we would have accomplished the goal of many applications, which is to have high performance in
terms of speed of the application.
The polyalgorithm library was developed by Dr. Anthony Skjellum and his colleagues
during the period 1991–1995. This library contains algorithms that apply to the general case
of rectangular matrix multiplication on rectangular process grids and are classified according to
the communication primitives used [26]. A polyalgorithm refers to a group of related algorithms
that are grouped together to perform related operations. However none of them is the fastest
algorithm for all input parameters; yet, each can achieve the best performance based on certain,
given parameters. In the polyalgorithm library, the DGEMM kernel [21] was used for local matrix-
matrix operations; this a routine that performs the double-precision matrix-matrix multiplication
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operation on subproblems that emerge during a parallel matrix-matrix multiplication within a
single process address space. This is available as a highly optimized routine available in several
libraries; here, we used the BLIS framework [37].
The general problem being solved in parallel is C = αA×B+βC, where A, B, and C are
dense matrices that are dimensionally compatible. A number of studies, such as [13], show that
the choice of algorithm in a given situation depends on the basic operations such as rank-1 update,
and matrix-vector operations and how they are implemented by duplication and redistribution.
When choosing an algorithm, one must consider the matrix with the most elements, then limit the
data movement in that matrix. It is good to note that all the “big” operations that go on in the
algorithms are a sequence of smaller operations. A complete matrix multiplication is a series of
rank-1 updates. rank-1 updates are also referred to as dot product which means multiply a row
with a column at any point of the multiplication. These can further be extended into matrix-vector
operations, rank-k updates, and block matrices updates. Together with other operations such as
reductions, and summing up of the C elements from the local matrices to get the final C result. The
goal of various ways of performing the multiplication is to arrive at one that works the fastest for a
given situation (matrix sizes and shapes and initial distribution across processes).
Fat-by-thin matrix multiplication refers to a matrix with fewer rows and comparatively
more columns multiplied by a matrix with many rows and fewer columns. C = A×B (of shape
M×K×N) is consequently one in which the A matrix is fat, and the B matrix is thin. That is,
K is much greater than either M or N. This means that the resulting C matrix is small relative to
both A and B. Many of the BLAS libraries are efficient for square matrices but their performance
deteriorates as the matrices become non-square. However, these edge cases are inevitable in most
tools that use BLAS, which inspired the research about performance of these libraries in fat-thin
regions. A new implementation of GEMM, X DGEMM was designed to improve the performance
in these regions by Hines et al. [18].
Van de Geijn and Watts developed SUMMA [36], a collection of highly efficient and
scalable matrix multiplication operations with the Message Passing Interface (MPI) as the
parallelization model [9]. A rank-1-based version of the SUMMA matrix multiplication was
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prototyped in the polyalgorithms library [26]. rank-1 refers to a series of outer products, done one
at a time, to update a given C element in a C = A×B multiplication. In this work, we prototyped
a rank-k based SUMMA, SUMMA K which is more efficient and is faster compared to rank-1.
SUMMA K performs a number of k dot products concurrently, and this is what makes it faster.
The rank-k mode was evidently the original intent of Watts and Van de Geijn also in their work.
1.2 Motivation
Our motivation for this thesis is to prove that polyalgorithms are still relevant in the design
of matrix multiplication algorithms and linear algebra libraries. This is because different algo-
rithms have different ways of manipulating data especially the kind of data movements required to
complete the multiplication. Matrix multiplication is not memory bound but computation bound.
The data manipulation has different costs, both computational and communication-related. There
is always a trade-off that has to be done between computation and communication and we aim to
minimize the latter, in order to favor computation. Generally, the fewer the data movements, the
faster the algorithm. Because of these dynamics in the performance of algorithms, there is a need
to use a polyalgorithmic approach to maximize performance by having a set of algorithms solving
the same problem and then choosing the best for a given situation. Li et al. proved that no single
algorithm always achieves the best performance on different matrix and grid shapes [26]. Is this
still true two decades later considering the new tools and software? Do we reproduce trade-offs
using different algorithms in different use cases, or is one always the best? These are some of the
questions that triggered the second generation polyalgorithm for dense matrix multiplication. This
work aims to prove whether this is true for advanced technologies and tools. The difference in
performance for these algorithms depends on the shape and size of matrices and grid, the storage
type and the data mapping type. Sana et al. [23] acknowledged that the polyalgorithmic approach is
a promising answer to the problem of choosing the best algorithm for the ever changing execution
supports for parallel systems.
The second motivation is an implementation of a new version of BLAS called X DGEMM,
that aims to improve performance in the fat-by-thin regions in matrix-matrix multiplication. This
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algorithm was designed and prototyped by Thomas Hines [18]; it has been shown to achieve
significantly increased performance in the fat-by-thin regions as compared to other BLAS libraries
such as: MKL [20], OpenBLAS [39], and BLIS [37]. We would like to analyze how this newer
version impacts the polyalgorithms. We also want to compare and contrast the performance
of X DGEMM vs. DGEMM while using the same matrix and grid dimensions. X DGEMM
could be ideal to test for polyalgorithmic behavior, which would further establishes the fact that
polyalgorithms are indeed important in the design of linear algebra libraries. The importance of
fat-by-thin dense matrix multiplication is their usefulness in many computer science applications;
for instance, the extreme edge shapes of the matrices and grids are common in machine learning.
As noted above, the term fat-by-thin means that the K-dimension has many values compared to the
M and N dimensions in an M×K by K×N matrix multiplication.
We also compare the performance of the polyalgorithms set to COSMA [25], a recent, opti-
mized matrix multiplication algorithms. This new algorithm will be included in the polyalgorithms
library in the future for cases where its use is most effective and/or fastest. Expanding the library
by adding new algorithms such as COSMA and CARMA [7] that are more efficient is a great
motive for carrying out this research. With new algorithms, more arbitrary shapes of matrices will
be included and this will cater to special/edge cases involved in matrix multiplication operations.
This would greatly advance the functionality of the polyalgorithmic set and make it even more
ready to use by the public as a standard dense matrix multiplication library.
1.3 Problem Statement and Objectives
Achieving scalability for an algorithm is key for any system to be efficient and to effectively
utilize resources. In HPC, strong scaling (aka Amdahl’s law [17] ) refers to increasing the use of
equivalent cores on a fixed size problem while weak scaling (aka Gustafson-Barsis’ Law [15])
refers to increasing the problem size as the core count as problem size increase. For strong
scaling, the goal is to minimize the time-to-solution while, for weak scaling, the goal is to achieve
constant time-to-solution for larger problems respectively. Second generation polyalgorithms aims
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to leverage the available resources in a distributed system to achieve strong scalability. The
objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. Integrate, test and compare the new BLIS version (X DGEMM) with the BLIS DGEMM.
2. Write a modern SUMMA algorithm that is rank-k based.
3. Test different use cases for different algorithms in the polyalgorithms library and to identify
which one performs better.
4. Compare and contrast the performance of the polyalgorithms with the new, highly optimized
matrix multiplication algorithm COSMA.
These are the research questions that we want to answer:
• Do we reproduce the trade-offs between using different algorithms in different use cases, or
is one always best?
• Does the using of the basic BLIS DGEMM vs. new BLIS version, X DGEMM, change
performance of the algorithm(s) in a significant way? Which algorithm is best for a given
“parameter sweep”?
• Does the new SUMMA algorithm outperform any of the older algorithms?
• Do the polyalgorithms set still achieve competitive performance when compared to newer
algorithms on current technologies?
1.4 Contributions
The list below shows the contributions we made in our research toward performance
improvement of dense matrix multiplication:
• Analyze whether a single algorithm performs best in all use cases of the polyalgorithm
library. In this thesis, we design new test scenarios of different matrix sizes and grid shapes.
The simulations were run on two powerful parallel computing clusters: 117 (OneSeventeen)
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and Stampede2 of varied node, memory, and network performance characteristics. This
research offers extensive performance results for non-square matrix sizes and non-square
process grid shapes and a comprehensive analysis to show the importance of polyalgorithms.
In addition to the polyalgorithmic behavior demonstrated in the original polyalgorithms
library built 25+ years ago, new dimensions of similar behavior are discovered from the
new algorithms that we have added.
• Integrate a new version of BLAS, X DGEMM and compare it to the DGEMM in the BLIS
library to analyze whether it improves the performance of the algorithms especially for fat-
by-thin regions. Extreme fat-by-thin shapes are used to expose maximum parallelism in the
k-th dimension of the multiplication (within a multicore processor DGEMM operation) to
meet the purpose of this algorithm. In this algorithm, we also noticed the three dimensional
properties that are exposed in the shared memory of the multiple threads that perform the
DGEMM operation. We also show how polyalgorithmic behavior occurs in context of the
choice of BLAS and how it is necessary in the new BLAS version, X DGEMM itself.
• Design, implement, and evaluate a rank-k based SUMMA. This version performs faster
than the original SUMMA rank one based. It has the potential to perform faster than
other algorithms in the set depending on the choice of the k value and sizes of grid and
matrices. The algorithm will replace the rank-1 version which is abnormally slow because
of its inefficient BLAS utilization.
• Verify that COSMA is a highly optimized matrix multiplication algorithm that has good
performance for different combinations of grid shapes. We compare and contrast COSMA
results with the the polyalgorithms set results. While experimenting with COSMA, we
achieve scientific re-validation of the the research in the COSMA paper [25].
1.5 Outline
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 includes the Background
and Related work. Chapter 3 presents the methodology and the implementation of the algorithms.
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In Chapter 4, we discuss the results from experiments that we carried out. We conclude the thesis
in Chapter 5 by discussing our findings and by outlining future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we discuss what has already been attempted in the parallel matrix-
multiplication topic. First, we discuss the original polyalgorithm library made in 1993, specifically
its design and results that were achieved from experiments and comparisons of the different matrix-
matrix algorithms algorithms. Its suggested future work birthed this thesis. Second, we discuss the
fat-by-thin scenario of matrix multiplication: its advantages and applications in the computation
science. Third, we give a brief description of the SUMMA algorithm including its modifications
and application over the years. The rest of this chapter is a further literature review, in which
we discuss works related to matrix-multiplication algorithms plus their practical applications. We
conclude this chapter with an description of the COSMA algorithm, a recent communication-
optimal matrix-multiplication algorithm.
2.1 Polyalgorithms
The term polyalgorithms refers to having a group of related algorithms that perform
equivalent operations but none of them are known always to perform best for arbitrary problem
shapes, sizes, and/or concurrencies.. Our assertion is that polyalgorithms form a backbone in
the building of high-performance linear algebra libraries. We assert that we cannot have a
single algorithm in a library because its performance will deteriorate in different situations and
excel in other scenarios. Different algorithms operate differently with regard to computation,
communication, overheads, and potential overlaps, when one changes the dimensions of the grid
or the matrices. This leads to some algorithms changing for better and some become worse in
terms of performance. In the polyalgorithm paper by Jin Li et al., a two-dimensional logical grid
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topology of processes is used with a notation of G(P,Q) [26]. The grid layout enables mapping
of matrix data to different processes in a parallel system. It also provides a platform to reference
and manipulate data elements in a matrix operation. The elements in the grid then communicate
to each other using MPI operations. The grid size aligns directly with the number of processes in
the MPI communicator; for example, if we have P = Q = 4 then we have 4× 4 (16) processors
for that execution1. Grid shape is also polyalgorithmic in that different shapes result into varied
performance of each algorithm and shape of matrices used. For example, Fox’s algorithm is faster
in terms of speed for square grids, yet the BB algorithm [26] is best for smaller size grids. Cannon’s
algorithm depends on the size of each of the matrices and is also good for square grid and matrix
shapes.
The set of fourteen algorithms in the polyalgorithms library was designed and categorized
into three groups: Cannon’s, Fox’s, and the Broadcast-Broadcast approach. A comprehensive
taxonomy of each group was given in [26]:
• Cannon’s group: Cannon C stationary, Cannon A stationary, Cannon B stationary, Cannon
C general, Cannon A general, Cannon B general. In this approach, two matrices are shifted
and it is preferable to leave the biggest matrix stationary. By doing this, communication
overheads are reduced and the general algorithm performance improves. The Cannon’s
group algorithms are memory efficient because during the computation, limited additional
memory is required.
• Fox’s group: mm3 row, mm3 col, mm4 row, mm4 col, mm5 row, mm5 col versions. This
consists of a one-to-all broadcast of one matrix and a shift of the other matrix. Blocks of
the A matrix are broadcast using the one-to-all primitive in the row dimension and blocks of
matrix B are shifted in the column dimension.
• Broadcast-broadcast group: BB version, SUMMA (1995 version). The only communica-
tion primitive is broadcast; it is simple to implement and is flexible.
Each of the algorithms are briefly defined here below.
1Multicore features of each process are handled strictly by the BLAS operations.
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1. mm3 row: a direct extension of Fox’s to deal with a non-square grid. Broadcast the rows of
matrix A and shift rows of matrix B upward.
2. mm3 col: a direct extension of Fox’s to deal with a non-square grid. Broadcast the columns
of matrix A and shift rows of matrix B downward.
The mm3 algorithms are loosely synchronous leading to a time lag delay in terms of idle
time as it waits for unused rows and this makes the performance potentially sub-optimal.
3. mm4 row: it works similar to mm3 row. It is good for square grids and resolves the
synchronous issues of the mm3 algorithms.
4. mm4 col: it is similar to mm3 col but without synchronization issues.
5. BB: this is a simple implementation of matrix multiplication involving only one communica-
tion primitive, broadcast. Matrix A broadcasts its rows and B broadcasts columns. No initial
alignments are required, which eliminates extra alignment overheads. The BB algorithm
works well when the process counts are small, since increased communication cost in both
dimensions is expensive.
6. cannon c: This is the original Cannon’s algorithm.
7. cannon a: Used when matrix A is much larger than matrix B; this reduces the communica-
tion costs.
8. cannon b: Used when matrix B is much larger than matrix A.
9. cannon cg: keep matrix C stationary.
10. cannon ag: keep matrix A stationary.
11. cannon bg: keep matrix B stationary.
12. summa: this algorithm is a broadcast-broadcast approach. It is a series of dot products of
rows of matrix A and columns of matrix B. It is a simple implementation and flexible for
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different matrix shapes and grid sizes. However, its performance deteriorates2 when the
process count increases and communication cost in both dimensions is expensive.
13. mm5 row: this algorithm works well when P≥Q grid shapes. It broadcasts the exact number
of columns of A that can be locally multiplied by matrix B. It requires less memory than mm3
and mm4.
14. mm5 col: this algorithm works best when P≤ Q grid shapes.
The authors in [26] discussed the communication cost analysis of the four communication
primitives used in the library: shift, slide, align, and broadcast and with modeled these operations
with predictive performance equations to show this [26]. A communication cost analysis for matrix
multiplication algorithms was also discussed for each of the three approaches. Most interestingly,
the expensive initial alignment of the Cannon group is explained. From this, a conclusion was
drawn that the communication cost can be reduced by choosing the appropriate version of Cannon’s
algorithms that allows the matrix with the largest size to remain stationary [26]. The authors also
showed situations where each of the MM versions performs best. mm5 is suitable for particular
grid shapes cases (i.e., the row versions is used when P ≥ Q and the columns versions is used for
situations where Q ≤ P). Memory-requirement analysis was done for each algorithm to account
for incremental memory overhead while doing the computation and can be summarised as follows:
The Cannon group is memory efficient because it only has slide and shift primitives and thus
requires no extra memory. Fox’s group requires temporary memory to store the local matrix that is
broadcast in either the row or column dimension and it was noted that mm5 requires less memory
than mm3 and mm4. The BB algorithm requires more incremental temporary memory to store
both the local matrix A and the local matrix B that are broadcast in the row and column dimensions
respectively [26].
Jin Li et al. concluded that “A polyalgorithm is a practical approach to maximize
performance by marrying multiple algorithms” [26]. No single algorithm discussed in their paper
achieved the best performance for all situation of different matrix and grid shapes. The authors
2Our retrospective on this is that the rank-k SUMMA should have been implemented originally. That is why we
did so in this work.
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further found that for grid shapes where P≥Q, one should use the row version of the Fox’s group.
The choice of algorithm from the Cannon group is largely dependent on the size of the matrices,
and one should always choose to leave the largest matrix stationary. The BB algorithm is best for
small process counts. The performance of these algorithms is dependent on both communication
performance and memory.
Despite the many parallel algorithms that have been designed for different computer
architectures and machines, the challenge that the user faces is to decide which one will perform
better for a given system or application. Polyalgorithms is the solution to this problem. If we can
automate the process of choosing the best option using machine learning tools, we could easily
identify the best. In heterogeneous systems [3], one version of an algorithm will be suitable
for configurations in only one machine. Heterogeneous computing refers to systems that use
more than one kind of processor or cores. These systems gain performance or energy efficiency
not just by adding the same type of processors, but also by adding dissimilar coprocessors,
usually incorporating specialized processing capabilities to handle particular tasks such as massive
floating-point operations in GPUs. Therefore, in polyalgorithms we obtain the best performance
by having multiple algorithms and each can be the best in different contexts [23].
2.2 Fat-by-Thin Matrix Multiplication
A fat-by-thin matrix refers to multiplying a matrix that has fewer rows and comparatively
many columns with a matrix that has more rows and comparatively fewer columns. The resulting
matrix is a smaller size matrix as compared to either of the input matrices. Some applications
of the fat-by-thin multiplication include; data mining algorithms such as linear regression,
PCA, and highly optimised k-Means clustering, data analytics, Algorithm-Based Fault Tolerance
(ABFT)[18]5. Fat-by-thin regions can be found in large data sets and a decline in performance is
observed for edge cases while using the BLAS GEMM routine [18]. The solution is to devise a
means that speed up performance in the fat-by-thin regions while minimizing the communication
overhead. Notice that in a fat-by-thin multiplication, the size of matrix C (the output matrix) is
small so the cost to sum up the C matrix can be accommodated compared to the speedup from
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parallelization in the K (inner multiplication) dimension. (We remind the reader that the entire
question of BLAS performance is encapsulated in the DGEMM operation used and complements
the choice of polyalgorithm applied at the global level on the P×Q process grid of MPI processes.)
While SGEMM/DGEMM operations are extremely well studied for square cases, GEMM
operations with fat-by-thin matrices has evidently not been fully studied. A few researchers
have implemented algorithms for tall-by-thin matrix multiplication [5], which can be closely
compared to fat-by-thin matrix multiplication. Chen et al. in particular presented the challenges
of optimizing GEMM for non-square matrix shapes and provided an algorithm for multiplying
square matrices by thin matrices [5]. Cody et al. proposed two high-performance, irregular shape
matrix-matrix multiplication algorithms on GPUs, with several optimization techniques focusing
on GPU resource utilization [30]. Some optimizations include making each thread perform more
work and interleaving the computation of each of the tiles.
2.3 SUMMA
SUMMA: The Scalable Universal Matrix Multiplication Algorithm [36] is a broadcast-
broadcast algorithm of the form:
C = αAB+βC (2.1)
The elements of C are given canonically as follows:




AikBk j +βCi j (2.2)
when size A (M×K) and B (K×N) are used. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is used in
this algorithm to provide the performance-portable message passing abstractions [36]. All the
implementations of SUMMA are a generalization of the broadcast-broadcast approach. They
require less work space and overcome the need for a square 2D grid of processes. It is used by
PLAPACK [35] linear algebra packages. It’s simpler and more flexible implementation gives it an
advantage over other algorithms however, it is sensitive to communication overhead. The authors
of SUMMA concluded that it is the best algorithm to use for general purpose implementations of
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matrix multiplication. They also concluded that SUMMA is suitable for the implementation of
distributed BLAS matrix multiplications that incorporate different combinations of transposed and
nontranposed matrices. Four different notations of the algorithms are presented in [36], where A
and B are not transposed and cases where either A or B or both A and B are transposed3. This
type of implementation shows the flexibility of the SUMMA algorithm. SUMMA algorithm uses
pipelining and blocking and it allows larger problem sizes on each node. Blocking, the splitting
of a matrix into smaller blocks, replaces the rank-one updates, which is slow (as noted above).
Because of its dependency on the broadcast approach, SUMMA passes a message around a logical
ring that forms the row or column; thus, it pipelines computation and communication. In the ring
format, each process only communicates to its neighbor, no broadcasts are done; hence, fewer
messages. Some other improvements have been made in the SUMMA algorithm; for example,
instead of broadcasting single rows and columns, block rows and columns are used.
2.4 Additional Literature Review
Researchers have explored the concept of polyalgorithms for many years. Jin Li et al.
[26] defined polyalgorithms as “the use of two or more algorithms to solve the same problem
with a high level decision-making process determining which of a set of algorithms performs
best in a given situation.” A polyalgorithm is needed because what is best changes as a function
of the input parameters. In Jeddi et.al. [23], the authors designed a set of solving algorithms
that have varying behaviors and performances with an aim to derive the best one for a target
parallel system. They showed that, as the systems are composed of collections of heterogeneous
machines, it is difficult and nearly impossible for a user to choose an adequate algorithm because
the execution requirements are continuously changing. One version will be well suited for a
parallel configuration and not for another. They concluded that using the polyalgorithmic approach
for a fast adaptation to the continuous changing of parallel and distributed systems is ideal. In 2004,
Nasri et al. [29] proposed a polyalgorithm that takes advantages of standard and fast algorithms.
3This thesis, in following the Polyalgorithms work that preceded it, only covers the non-transposed cases.
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It is able to choose the most suitable algorithm automatically for computing the matrix matrix
multiplication of any dimension on a particular parallel system in a homogeneous cluster.
Several matrix multiplication algorithms have been developed, each designed to achieve
speed, flexibility, and scalability. Cannon presented a systolic 2D approach [4] which has been
extended over the years to accommodate a wide range of parameters ranging from square grids,
non-square grids, and non-square matrices. The challenge that Cannon algorithms face is the
initial and final alignments of the matrices, which was discussed in [26]. Fox’s algorithm is also
a popular algorithm for parallel dense matrix matrix multiplication [10]. Fox’s algorithm has
also been extended over the years to deal with non-square grids, row and column versions. The
SUMMA algorithm [36], which uses broadcast broadcast approach, is simple and flexible, and it
is used in linear algebra libraries such as [35]. Other matrix multiplication algorithms include;
Mathur-Johnsson’s algorithm [28] which extends Cannon’s algorithm (the matrix C-stationary
version) to deal with arbitrary matrices and grids. The PUMMA [6] extends Fox’s algorithm
to non-square grids but limits layouts ton block scattered data distributions in both dimensions.
In [34], a recursive algorithm for square matrices was designed. Strassen’s algorithm and its
later variants (and parallel variants) can be faster than the naive multiplication algorithm (with
sequential complexity of (O(MNK) because of lower algorithmic complexity; it may also performs
inefficiently for non-powers-of-two matrices and has lower accuracy. Its publication resulted in
much additional research about matrix multiplication with better parameter tuning [16]. Further
discussion of Strassen-type algorithms is beyond the scope of this thesis.
A 3D-approach to parallel matrix multiplication was introduced by Agarwal et al. in 1995,
with an algorithm that was shown to be load balanced for both, communication and computation
for parallel systems [1]. The advantage of 3D decomposition is that it reduces the communication
overhead through reduced data movement. However, it requires more memory to replicate the
matrices compared to the 2D algorithms; overall 3D algorithms have less total communication cost.
This led to the 2.5D [31] approach, which takes advantage of the extra memory while reducing
communication cost. In the paper [31], the goal was to minimize communication along the critical
path. It is a balance between 2D and 3D since it maximizes the advantages of both approaches.
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Scalability is an important subject in dense matrix multiplication algorithms. Scalability
refers to the extent to which an algorithm’s performance remains efficient as the problem size
and/or the number of processes/cores is increased. Bryan et al. defines scalability as “the
ability to retain high performance as the number of processors is increased” [27]. Gupta et
al. presented a scalability analysis for classical matrix-multiplication algorithms [14]. The
authors confirmed that none of the algorithms are superior because there are various factors that
determine best performance. Some of the factors one must consider to determine scalability are
communicating and computation speeds, a small communication overhead does not necessarily
mean best performance.
COSMA is a recent, parallel matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm that was proposed by
Kwasniewski et al. in 2019 [25]. Their idea was based on the Red-Blue Pebble game abstraction
[24] to derive and model tight sequential and parallel I/O lower bounds. In this research, the authors
proved that their algorithm had near communication optimal performance and that COSMA
outperformed the best parallel BLAS libraries in all scenarios. COSMA aims to use local resources
optimally in order to overcome the limitations of the top-down approach, which operates by taking
the global problem and splits it into subsets that equal the number of ranks4. They used a sequential
schedule that optimizes the re-use of its local memory by accumulating the outer product within the
cache of a given tile. After that, they parallelize by extending the outer product across the global
domain of the distributed system and reduction is done by the first process, called the bottom-
up-approach. They form optimal square shape tiles and so the communication between ranks is
minimized. They presented proofs for sequential and parallel I/O lower bounds and a heuristic for
implementation optimizations. Their results show that COSMA is always has best performance and
has least communication of data as compared to CARMA [7], ScaLAPACK [22], and CTF [32].
They created a COSMA miniapp in their COSMA library that is open source and can be easily
used to test different run times for matrix multiplications and compare with other algorithms. We
compared our polyalgorithms with COSMA since it is one of the most recent matrix multiplication
algorithms to demonstrate whether it is faster in all cases as suggested by the authors. The results
are presented in Chapter 4.
4This is how all the previously mentioned parallel operations are derived.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter presented the design of the original polyalgorithm library and defined the
14 algorithms in the library. We also discussed fat-by-thin matrix multiplication, followed by a
description of SUMMA algorithm. Literature review details polyalgorithms, matrix multiplication
approaches, scalability and recent parallel matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm showing their
advantages and constraints. From the reviews, matrix multiplication is a fundamental operation
in solving computer science related problems. Extensive research has been done in this area in
order to optimize the performance of matrix multiplication algorithms and in turn, speed up the




In this chapter, we discuss the approach that was used for this research. We used
experimental data by controlling and manipulating variables to produce the desired results for
analysis. The first section describes the design methodology, which shows the fundamental ideas of
the polyalgorithm library: the logical grid and data distribution independence (DDI). The following
sections describe the methods for data collection and measurements used to quantify the data. We
also define the software and equipment and their architecture as used for the experiments.
3.1 Design Methodology
The fundamental idea for the design of the polyalgorithms library depends on two key
factors: the Logical 2D process grid and data distribution independence. A logical grid is a
collection of processes logically assigned a shape P× Q; the processes are named p and q
respectively. A logical grid allows the process to be referenced by its coordinates within a grid
and this is how mapping of data occurs on a grid. Logical grids can be readily mapped to physical
node topologies, which makes the design simple and flexible to apply in general applications.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a process grid and process mapping where eight processes are
mapped to a 2× 4 process grid. For a grid shape P×Q, the grid has indexes p,0 ≤ p < P and
q,0 ≤ q < Q respectively and the indexes are used for mapping the processes onto the logical
grid. Data Distribution Independence (DDI) separates the organization of the data in parallel
from the correctness of the answers; performance may change, but correctness does not change.
DDI prevents explicit data redistributions, which is costly and useful for building scalable parallel
libraries. DDI allows application steps before and after an algorithm to make choices of how
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Figure 3.1 Eight processes mapped to a 2×4 process grid
they store data, rather than simply conforming to a specific, rigid data layout. For instance, in
SCALAPACK [22], block scatter in 2D is the only distribution, where you can set the blocksize.
You can vary P×Q, and blocksize, but arbitrary distributions aren’t allowed. The blocksize in
SCALAPACK might be related to the application or to the algorithm; both are possible, and
generally would not be the same size, so this is about how big your checkerboard elements are.
There are two types of blocking; algorithmic blocking and application blocking. Blocking is much
more rigid than DDI, which could take advantage of blocking or not, but doesn’t mandate it.
For any logical grid of processes P×Q, a DDI linear algebra problem distributes matrix
rows and columns that are “compatible” in which they store data with regard to each other.
However, in both the row and column dimension of the grid of processes, any one-to-one, onto,
and invertible mapping is allowed. This is the data distribution for each dimension of the matrix
object. This means that one can map coefficients as linear, scatter, block scatter, etc. Once
one has compatible data storage, then, regardless of what that is, the algorithm adapts to it and
produces the right output. What is “compatible” can be “all in the right place from the start” or
“the algorithm rearranges to make the right pieces be in the right places.” In matrix multiplication
in the polyalgorithms library, there is a requirement for basic compatibility of the objects when they
start (A, B, C) and the library maintains that as the algorithms evolve step-by-step. This kind of
dynamic compatibility is a super-set of what SCALAPACK [22] with PUMMA [6] does. A super-
DDI algorithm would work for any original distribution of A, B, and C in the matrix multiplication
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situation, simply by moving the data around extra. In the polyalgorithms library, the types of DDI
algorithms do not do that extra work.
3.2 Design of Experiments
One of the goals of this research is to determine whether the conclusions that were
presented in the polyalgorithm library circa 1995 are still valid or not. We aim to show that the
trade-offs between using different algorithms are still valid, but examine the potential superiority
of using only one algorithm. The simulations were carried out the one-seventeen cluster (117) at
the SimCenter, at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. This is a powerful cluster with 33
nodes and a login node. The compute nodes are configured as follows: two (dual-socket) Intel
Xeon E5-2680 v4, 2.4GHz chips, each with 14 cores for a total of 28 cores per compute server.
There is 128 GB of RAM per compute server for about 4.5 GB of RAM per core. One NVidia
16GB P100 GPU with 1792 double precision cores is available on each node (but was not used in
this study). Theoretical peak performance of about 1 TFLOPs (CPU only) or roughly 5.7 TFLOPs
(CPU/GPU).
The test runs design was based on the need to analyze the performance of the algorithms
for different grid shapes and sizes and considering the capacity of the cluster (117). Three sweeps
of data were designed while named according to the number of nodes (with one MPI process per
server/node) involved in a given experiment: 16 , 24, and 30 nodes. Each of these was tested
with grid shapes that were varied in terms of factors of the number of nodes. That is, a 16-nodes
sweep includes: 1×16, 16×1, 8×2, 2×8, and 4×4. A 24-node sweep: 1×24, 24×1, 12×2,
2× 12, 8× 3, 3× 8, 6× 4, and 4× 6. Finally, a 30- node sweep; 1× 30, 30× 1, 15× 2 ,2× 15,
5× 6, and 6× 5. These sweeps vary the grid shapes P×Q at constant total processes and this
enables us to analyze how different algorithms perform when P > Q or P < Q, because some of
the algorithms were specifically designed to deal with particular grid shapes. This also shows
how data distribution of the matrices is affected by different grid shapes, which in turn affects the
overall performance of the algorithms. It was interesting to discover how the extreme grid shapes
affect performance and this is applicable in the data (perfectly square matrix sizes on square grids)
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analysis world since it is rare to find perfect data in practical applications. Data almost always has
extremes and edges that most researchers sometimes leave out.
We studied both square and fat-by-thin matrix shapes. The matrix sizes used were 20,000×
20,000×20,000: matrix A of size 20,000×20,000, matrix B of size 20,000×20,000 resulting
into matrix C of size 20,000×20,000 for the square case. We used the shape 1,000×1,000,000×
1,000 for the fat-by-thin case; thus, matrix A is of size 1,000× 1,000,000, matrix B is of size
1,000,000× 1,000 resulting into a relatively small size square matrix C of size 1,000× 1,000.
The importance of the size choices used will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Table 3.1
is a summary of all the dimensions and parameters described in this paragraph and the previous
paragraph. The number of nodes mentioned is the total number of nodes on the cluster that will be
used for a set of runs. For each case, P is the row dimension of the process grid, Q is the columns
dimension of the process grid, M is the number of rows of a matrix A, N is the number of columns
of matrix B, while K is the number of columns of matrix A and rows of matrix B.
The experiments were designed in in such a way that each algorithm runs 10 times and the
average run time (measured in seconds) is what we used to measure performance. The variance
(sample standard deviation of the mean) is given for this value. (Similar mean and deviations are
computed for the minimum mean runtimes for each case, but not used elsewhere in this thesis.)
We also tested the original BLIS DGEMM and X DGEMM (that leverages BLIS within itself) on
the same test cases. Tables that show performance of the different algorithms and comparisons of
the performance will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Further, we performed test runs on XSEDE stampede2 [33]. Stampede2 is one of the
Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) systems, and is one of the University of Texas at
Austin’s flagship supercomputers. The first phase of the Stampede2 roll out featured the second
generation of processors based on Intel’s Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture. Stampede2’s
4,200 Knights Landing (KNL) nodes represent a radical break with the first-generation Knights
Corner (KNC) MIC coprocessor. Unlike the legacy KNC, a Stampede2 KNL is not a coprocessor:
each 68-core KNL is a standalone, self-booting processor that is the sole processor in its node.
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Phase 2 added to Stampede2 a total of 1,736 Intel Xeon Skylake (SKX) nodes. SKX nodes are
what we used for experiments in this research.
The measurement metric used for this study was time taken for an algorithm to run, which
was measured in seconds. The smaller the number of seconds that an algorithm takes to run, the
faster it’s performance is. Different algorithms had varying run times for the arbitrary situations
considering the type of test, whether square or fat-by-thin. The analysis in this thesis was primarily
based on numbers (quantitative) and a focus on fastest times (time to solution), while noting
uncertainty in fastest times where significant. The use of quantitative data analysis methods was
the best option to use. This is because we are dealing with numbers, run times and performance
measurement. It is easy to compare, contrast, and accurately note all the variations in the data
outputs from the test runs. From these numbers we were able to determine which algorithm was
more efficient for a particular situation. We drew conclusions about how the current performance
of algorithms is similar or different from those reported in the earlier work from the 1990’s. The
implementations of the new versions of the BLAS brought about performance changes and the
the measure of performance as stated earlier was fastest run time in seconds. Tables, graphs and
visualizations were used for analysis in Jin Li’s paper [26]. The results presented enabled the
replication of their work to perform similar tests. This prompted us to use similar tools to what
they evidently employed.
3.3 Ideal Performance
From the experiments we designed for this work, we expected to observe polyalgorithmic
behavior from the simulations, meaning that that not one single algorithm should perform best for
all cases. This had been shown in [26]. Like the earlier work, we varied the test parameters in
terms of grid shapes and matrix sizes and therefore, we expected the results to differ from those
made in the original paper. The new version of the BLIS X DGEMM was also expected to deliver
better performance as compared to the original BLIS DGEMM for fat-by-thin matrix size cases.
This improvement had been proposed and demonstrated in [18]; they compared the new algorithm
with optimized baseline BLAS libraries and the results showed the significant improvement with
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the new algorithm. For us, these performance variations suggested that X DGEMM would change
the best algorithm’s performance, and potentially change which algorithm was fastest by reducing
inefficiencies of on-node BLAS for the fat-by-thin case.
Md Mosharaf Hossain et.al. in [19], showed that performance degradation is higher for
fat-by-thin matrix multiplication for edge cases in big data sets. Likewise, the original DGEMM
performs better than the X DGEMM for square size matrix cases, according to the numerous
experiments made in this research. So, we did not expect to use X DGEMM in all situations.
Further, the problem sizes are different in each process given non-square grids and/or non-square
processes, meaning that choice of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM actually is a process-by-process and
subproblem-by-subproblem issues. However, in this thesis, we only addressed the all-or-none case
of either using normal DGEMM or else X DGEMM in all processes of a parallel multiplication.
We left as future work an internal selection mechanism and tradeoff of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM
modes of operation, which we considered a polyalgorithmic optimization for the BLAS library
itself.
Ideally, the SUMMA K algorithm added should perform faster than the original rank-1-
based SUMMA. rank-1-based SUMMA is slow, due to the series of dot products that are done
one at a time, which is inefficient given the memory hierarchy of a node. From the polyalgorithm
set, we expect mm5 row to work best for cases where P > Q and mm5 col to work best for cases
where P < Q, based on the prior results from Li et al. Likewise, based on the earlier work, we
expect Fox’s group algorithms: mm3, mm4, mm5 should have similar performance [26].
3.4 Implementation
In this subsection, we discuss how the polyalgorithm library works. The design of the new
algorithms is described and sample pseudo-code is presented.
3.4.1 Description of the polyalgorithm library
The parallel dense matrix multiplication algorithms were designed in C. As with other
libraries, the Message Passing Interface (MPI), a standardized application programmer interface
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(API) for the message-passing model of parallel computing among unrelated processes, was
used to send and receive messages. In particular, we employed Open MPI version 3.1.0. The
OpenMP notation for on-node concurrency was used to implement the new algorithms X DGEMM
extension for shared memory inside the BLAS. The BLAS library used for our study is BLIS [37].
A brief discussion of the test programs is given in Appendix C.
3.4.2 X DGEMM algorithm
The new algorithm was motivated by the fact that the the General Matrix-Matrix Multi-
plication (GEMM) is slow for fat-thin regions. X DGEMM was designed by Thomas Hines in
his research work at the Tennessee Technological University [18]. He analyzed the performance
of DGEMM using three BLAS libraries and confirmed that it was slow for the fat-by-thin region
across all three libraries. The idea is that many single threaded DGEMMs can be run in the fat-
by- thin regions with high performance. As noted above, fat-by-thin multiplication refers to a
matrix with fewer rows and comparatively columns multiplied by a matrix with many rows and
comparatively fewer columns. The advantage is that we now have a small size of C so the sum
reduction over partial C sums will not be expensive in terms of memory (because C is replicated).
The algorithm was specifically designed for fat-by-thin regions and is not practical otherwise.
Using a large K value will typically yield good performance taking into account the available
computing resources (such as extra memory). The X DGEMM also works with sub-block matrices
(m 6= lda 6= ldc, k 6= ldb), and this supports sub-blocking compatibility in the DGEMM call within
the X DGEMM.
The X DGEMM algorithm works as described in [18]: “The main idea of the algorithm is
to split A and B in the k dimension. A becomes a 1-by-t block matrix, and B becomes a t-by-1
block matrix. C has no k dimension and so becomes a 1-by-1 block matrix. The multiplication
turns into a dot product where the t elements of A and B are multiplied pairwise and the resulting
1 by 1 block matrices are summed to form C. The t block matrix multiplications are performed by
calling single-threaded GEMMs. Each GEMM writes to the entire C matrix. As we want all the
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Require: A, an m by k matrix (input)
Require: B, a k by n matrix (input)
Require: C, an m by n matrix (input / output)
Require: nthreads, the number of threads to use
1: Partition A and B in the k dimension into nthreads submatrices: A0, A1, ...
2: Allocate space for nthreads C matrices: C0, C1...
3: Call GEMM nthreads times with Ai, Bi, and Ci as parameters
4: Sum reduce Cis to C
Figure 3.2 X DGEMM algorithm (adapted from [18])
GEMMs to run at the same time, each is given scratch space to write its own partial C. Finally, all
the partial Cs are sum reduced to the full C 1” [18]; this algorithm has been shown in Figure 3.2.
Again, note that X DGEMM is a superstructure over the underlying BLIS kernel for
DGEMM; the performance tuning effect of X DGEMM derives from re-parametrizing the total
distribution of concurrent OpenMP threads as compared to BLIS’ default mechanism [18].
3.4.3 Modern rank-k based SUMMA
The idea is to improve the efficiency of the rank-1 SUMMA previously coded in the
polyalgorithm library by increasing the opportunity for on-node parallel efficiency. rank-1 refers
to a series of outer products done one at a time to update a given C element in a A× B = C
multiplication. Rank-k, on the other hand, carries out k number of column or row broadcasts
at the same time (followed by rank-k type BLAS operations locally in each process). SUMMA
is a broadcast-broadcast approach. In the broadcast approach, we use local matrices Â and B̂.
The number of columns in Â and the number of rows in B̂ is what determines the rank of the
algorithm. Matrix Â and B̂ are temporary buffers for storing the local matrices broadcast. Each
process computes as much of the matrix multiplication as can locally after each communication
phase.
In rank-1 SUMMA, each local matrix Â has size of mÂ× 1 and local matrix B̂ has size
of 1× nB̂ rows and columns. So during the MPI broadcast, a given root process on the grid will
1Note that the block dimension referred to is nominally b kt c.
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broadcast rows of matrix Â with size of mÂ. A root process in matrix B̂ will broadcast columns of
size nB̂. BLAS performance on each node is limited for this case.
Figure 3.3 shows the rank-k SUMMA algorithm (SUMMA K) where the size of each local
matrix Â is mÂ×k and the local matrix B is of size k×nB̂. So at every process, the process at root
will broadcast a count of mÂ× k rows for matrix Â . The root process in B̂ will broadcast a count
of k× nB̂ columns. The mapping and data distribution functions are also adjusted in the rank-k
version, instead of incrementing once at every iteration in the global indexes, we increment by a
factor of k. When all data distributions are complete, we use the local DGEMM (or X DGEMM)
matrix multiplication to multiply the matrices and update the local C.
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1: C := βC; // Scale matrix C (input/output)
2: k := g; // Initialization of k (input)
3: mÂ := Â→ m;
4: mB̂ := B̂→ n; // Initialization of local matrix sizes
5: kA := 0;
6: kB := 0; //Initialization of the process communicator
7: for I = 0; I < K; I += K do
8: if kA == q then
9: Â← row broadcast(kA)A; // Row broadcast matrix A at root kA
10: // Broadcast mÂ× k rows
11: kA := kA+1; // For all in process grid
12: end if
13: if kB == p then
14: B̂← col broadcast(kB)B; // Col broadcast matrix B at root kB
15: // Broadcast k×nB̂ columns
16: end if
17: // Actually use the DGEMM or X DGEMM multiplication multiply
18: for i = 0; i < mÂ; i++ do
19: for j = 0; j < nB̂; j++ do
20: for ik = 0; ik < k; ik++ do
21: /* Update local matrix C*/





Figure 3.3 rank-k SUMMA algorithm
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Table 3.1 Summary of parameters and dimensions used for experiments. Number of nodes is the
total number of nodes on the cluster that are used for a set of runs, P is the row dimension
of the process grid, Q is the columns dimension of the process grid, M is the number of
rows of a matrix A, N is the number of columns of matrix B, and K is the number of
columns of matrix A and rows of matrix B
Number of nodes P Q M K N
16 nodes square
16 1 20,000 20,000 20,000
8 2 20,000 20,000 20,000
4 4 20,000 20,000 20,000
2 8 20,000 20,000 20,000
1 16 20,000 20,000 20,000
fat-by-thin
16 1 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
8 2 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
4 4 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
2 8 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
1 16 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
24 nodes fat-by-thin
24 1 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
12 2 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
8 3 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
6 4 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
4 6 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
3 8 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
2 12 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
1 24 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
30 nodes fat-by-thin
30 1 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
15 2 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
6 5 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
5 6 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
2 15 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
1 30 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
10 3 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
3 10 1,000 1,000,0000 1,000
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3.5 Summary
We discussed the design methodology of the polyalgorithm library, which is made of a
logical grid and data distribution independence. The design of experiments was described for
future reference. The architecture of the servers (nodes) used for the study were defined with
their limitations and advantages. We also presented the ideal performance for the library and
the new algorithms (rank-k SUMMA), suggesting reasons for the expected results. A detailed
flow of operations and test programs that make up the polymath library was indicated with a
forward reference to Appendix C. Pseudo-code depicting the specific parameters, X DGEMM




In this section, we present the results from the experiments that were performed for
our research to compare performance of various parallel matrix-multiplication algorithms using
two GEMM multiplication kernels (DGEMM and X DGEMM) on two computer clusters. The
algorithms were tested on the “117” and “Stampede2” clusters. We have arrived at the following
discoveries and reaffirmations of previous results. We are able to conclude that:
• The Fox’s (MM) group of algorithms perform better than other algorithms for arbitrary grid
shapes and matrix sizes. These algorithms in the MM group show polyalgorithmic behavior
for some cases but experiments show that the mm5 version predominantly has the best
performance for grid shapes where P < Q or P > Q. Usually, non-square grid shapes were
used in the experiments and therefore, the mm5 group had the best performance primarily
where the grid was extremely non-square. Other MM algorithm had the best performance in
cases where the grid shape was square or nearly square.
• In some of the tests that were carried out on square grids, the polyalgorithmic behavior was
reproduced for different situations. In such cases, just like in the [26], no single algorithm
had best performance for all the different matrix shapes.
• X DGEMM is significantly faster than the original DGEMM for fat-by-thin matrix multipli-
cation. The difference is smaller when the grid shape is square or nearly square.
• X DGEMM is also polyalgorithmic for special non-square matrix cases. X DGEMM has
similar trends of performance with DGEMM and the MM group had best performance with
polyalgorithmic behavior based on the grid shape.
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• The new algorithm Rank k SUMMA is faster than the rank-1 SUMMA; it sometimes
outperforms than other algorithms in the library. We also noted that the SUMMA K
algorithm showed similar performance to the Broadcast-Broadcast (BB) algorithm due to
Li et al. This is because both algorithm use the same operations (broadcast primitives) and
both are outer product based. The BB algorithm had competitive performance in range with
other algorithms, there was no case where it was the best.
• The Cannon group had competitive performance with the other algorithms for square matrix
size cases. Most of the Cannon group algorithms executed successfully for small grid sizes
(16 nodes) but the performance deteriorated as the grid size was increased and we had to
eliminate most of the algorithms that failed to execute. The only times that an algorithm
from the Cannon group had best performance was where the grid shape was square: 4× 4,
5×5. This is not unexpected given prior knowledge.
Some of the algorithms that were tested in 1993 have not been included in some test scenarios.
This is because of our discovery of some constraints in those algorithms in terms of what matrix
and grid shapes plus sizes. Some of the algorithms in the Cannon group were excluded for certain
experiments. All result tables have been included in Appendices A and B for reference. Table 4.1
presents a few of the cases that will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter. The cases
are for both fat-by-thin matrix shapes (1,000×1,000,000×1,000) and square shapes (20,000×
20,000× 20,000). The results presented are for the 16 nodes sweep; 1× 16,16× 1,2× 8,8× 2
and 4×4. More data including the other two sweeps are given in the aforementioned appendices.
4.1 Running on 117
The specifications of the 117 cluster were discussed in Chapter 3. The results show that
the algorithms have different performance for various grid shapes and matrix sizes. The following
graphs show the performance changes among algorithms for the two GEMM versions. When
we change the dimensions of the matrix, it will evidently also behave differently in terms of
performance for arbitrary grid sizes. Figure 4.1 depicts a bar graph for the average run times
in seconds for DGEMM vs X DGEMM for a fat-by-thin (1k×1m×1k) matrix shape on a 16×1
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Table 4.1 A mapping of case number to specific parameter set
Case M K N P Q
1 1k 1m 1k 16 1
2 20k 20k 20k 16 1
3 1k 1m 1k 8 2
4 20k 20k 20k 8 2
5 1k 1m 1k 2 8
6 20k 20k 20k 2 8
7 1k 1m 1k 4 4
8 20k 20k 20k 4 4
9 1k 1m 1k 1 16
10 20k 20k 20k 1 16
process grid. We can see that the difference in performance that X DGEMM indeed performs
better than DGEMM for the fat-by-thin cases. On the other hand, Figure 4.2 shows that DGEMM
has better performance than X DGEMM for square matrix shapes. Figure 4.3 shows that DGEMM
and X DGEMM achieved comparable performance. Overall X DGEMM performed better except
when used in the BB and SUMMA K algorithms. Comparing Figure 4.3 with Figure 4.1, we
realized that for extremely non-square grid shapes, in which one of the dimensions is such as
16× 1 or 1× 16, X DGEMM highly outperformed DGEMM. This is because the local matrices
become more non-square as well, further taking advantage of the k-dimension in X DGEMM.
Figure 4.4 shows a situation where a different grid shape was used on the same matrix size, the
fact that DGEMM performs better than X DGEMM for square matrix shapes is thus affirmed.
Figure 4.5 is a case that shows that mm5 col algorithm achieved best performance when a P ≤ Q
grid shape was used, this is because this algorithm was particularly designed for such grid shapes
whereas mm5 row is best for P ≥ Q as showed in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.6, shows that DGEMM
and X DGEMM can sometimes have same performance for square matrix grids. This is because
the local matrices are less non-square. Figure 4.6 shows results from the SUMMA K runs where
different K-factors were used. For some algorithms, DGEMM performed better than X DGEMM
for fat-by-thin regions .
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Figure 4.1 Average run time of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 1. X DGEMM performs better
than DGEMM as expected for fat-by-thin cases. mm3 row achieved best performance
for X DGEMM while cannon ag was best for DGEMM which shows polyalgorithmic
behavior when different version of GEMM are used
We also confirmed that X DGEMM algorithm performs significantly better than the BLIS
DGEMM for fat-by-thin matrix multiplication. It puts all parallelization in the K dimension, so K
must be large and M and N must be small. X DGEMM also has polyalgorithmic characteristics
because there is no time when a single algorithm is best for all cases. For square cases of matrix
sizes, the BLIS DGEMM outperforms X DGEMM.
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Figure 4.2 Average run time of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 2. DGEMM performs better
than X DGEMM as expected for square cases
Figure 4.3 Average run time of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 3. DGEMM and X DGEMM
achieved similar performance for some algorithms for some fat-by-thin cases on
extremely non-square grid shapes
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Figure 4.4 Average run time of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 4. DGEMM performs better
than X DGEMM as expected for square cases
Figure 4.5 Average run time of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 5. mm5 col achieved best
performance for both DGEMM and X DGEMM due to the P≤ Q grid shape
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Figure 4.6 Average run time of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 7. X DGEMM and DGEMM
had the same performance for most of the algorithms, evidently because of to the
square grid shape, which leads to similar sizes of the local matrices involved in the
multiplications
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4.2 Running on Stampede2
Stampede2 results have quite similar trends of performance to the 117 cluster. The only
difference is that Stampede2 is faster in terms of time that the algorithms take to run. This is
because stampede2 has better processors (nodes) than 117. Stampede2 also has more cores per
processor than 117: 1,736 SKX compute nodes each with 48 cores per node compared to 117 which
has 33 nodes each with 28 cores per node. The Stampede 2 processor is an Intel Xeon Platinum
8160 (”Skylake”) while 117 is equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4. Some of the advantages of
the Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 over Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 include faster core speed, higher RAM
speed, more CPU cores1, bigger L2 cache, more memory channels, faster bus transfer rate, and
higher turbo clock speed [38]. All these are some of the factors that made the performance of
the algorithms better on Stampede2. The specifications of these servers are detailed in Chapter 3.
X DGEMM and DGEMM versions have similar trends of performance such that the best algorithm
is the same for both versions. Generally, the mm5 algorithm performed best for most cases. The
Fox’s (MM) group most often has the best performance throughout the experiments. Figure 4.7
and show the performance of DGEMM vs. X DGEMM on a 1x16 grid shape. From the figures,
we confirm that indeed X DGEMM performs better for fat-by-thin cases than DGEMM. DGEMM
performs better for square matrix shapes on Stampede2. This is evidence that the polyalgorithms
achieve good performance on current systems architectures and technologies. The trend of the
algorithms performance is similar on both 117 and Stampede2. DGEMM performs better than
X DGEMM as expected for square cases. Individual performance of the algorithms is significantly
better on Stampede2 as compared to performance than 117. Compare Table A.1 and Table B.1 for
the difference in performance of the two clusters.
4.3 BB vs. rank-k SUMMA vs. rank-1 SUMMA
In this research, we discovered that both BB and SUMMA K algorithms use an outer
product during the matrix multiplication. This is based on the format in which these two algorithms
1the DGEMM and X DGEMM algorithms transparently access this multicore concurrency. Note that all the
configurations done in this work use one MPI process per node.
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Figure 4.7 Average run time for DGEMM vs. X DGEMM for Case 10 on Stampede2. DGEMM
performs better than X DGEMM as expected for square cases
broadcast the matrix elements. The difference between the two algorithms is that for SUMMA K,
we are able to choose the k factor. In this way, performance is improved by not maximizing
the k value during matrix multiplication. Therefore, the SUMMA K algorithm can have better
performance than BB for particular cases of the k value. Another interesting observation is that
the rank-k SUMMA K algorithm also performs differently with different values of k. This is a
polyalgorithmic behavior within the SUMMA K. Therefore, we need to be careful while choosing
the value of k in order to achieve maximum performance from this algorithm. The BB and
SUMMA K algorithms are similar and their performance was also similar from the experiments.
The results for SUMMA K were as expected to be faster than the rank-1 SUMMA algorithm.
We carried out tests of the original SUMMA algorithm in the polymath library on 16 nodes:
8× 2 and 4× 4 grid shapes. We compared the results with the new rank-k-based SUMMA K
algorithm. There is a significant increase of speed in performance for the SUMMA K algorithm
as shown in Table 4.2. From Table 4.2, we noted the similarities and differences between the
BB and SUMMA K algorithms. For a fat-by-thin multiplication on an 8× 2 grid, SUMMA K
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performed better than BB with a k value of 62,500. While with the same matrix dimension, on a
4x4 grid, BB performed better than SUMMA K. This shows how the k factor makes SUMMA K
polyalgorithmic for different matrix shapes and that when BB chooses the largest value of k, its
performance may deteriorate. A small k gives poor performance for a large size matrix since
it will be performing relatively inefficient GEMM-type operations. A large k also gives poor
performance; this could be because SUMMA is communication overhead sensitive; more study
may be warranted in future work. Table 4.3 shows a case where SUMMA K achieved the best
performance out of all the polyalgorithms on a 2× 8 grid and 20,000× 20,000× 20,000 matrix
size using a k factor of 250. This further highlights the importance of using the appropriate
k factor while using the SUMMA K algorithm. The performance of SUMMA K with other k
factors 1250 and 625 is significantly slower than when k = 250 but competitive with the rest of the
polyalgorithms.
Table 4.2 Comparison of BB, SUMMA K and SUMMA algorithms performance (seconds). BB
and SUMMA K have competitive performance because they both perform rank-k
updates. SUMMA is extremely slow compared to the SUMMA K and BB because it
performs rank-1 updates
P Q M K N k-factor-SUMMA K Agorithm name avg max avg min
8 2 103 106 103 SUMMA 43.39± .05 43.39± .05
62,500 SUMMA K 5.61± .15 5.55± .15
BB 5.77± .02 5.73± .02
4 4 103 106 103 SUMMA 38.48± .02 38.48± .02
62,500 SUMMA K 4.47± .11 4.43± .11
BB 4.16± .05 4.08± .00
4.4 COSMA vs. Polyalgorithms
From our experiments, we validated that COSMA [25] is indeed an optimal algorithm for
different matrix multiplication situations. In the experiments, we tested a square matrix shape on
16 nodes. Table 4.4 represents the performance of polyalgorithms and COSMA on a square grid
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Table 4.3 Stampede2: DGEMM run time(seconds) 20,000× 20,000× 20,000, on 2× 8 grid.
SUMMA K achieved best performance when a k-factor of 250 was used. An appropriate
selection of the k-factor can significantly improve the performance of SUMMA K. (Bold
numbers represent the lowest time(s) observed.)
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.178206 0.018087 2.160626 0.018022
mm3 col 2.177041 0.020087 2.110852 0.006659
mm4 row 2.149056 0.02052 2.128406 0.022695
mm4 col 2.049804 0.064312 1.799479 0.058719
bb 2.213366 0.014942 2.170275 0.017982
cannon c 2.258626 0.03154 1.926514 0.030959
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.184387 0.041438 1.863977 0.040397
cannon ag 2.975107 0.061201 2.660054 0.057914
cannon bg 2.36045 0.044266 2.039952 0.042943
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 1.720906 0.100718 1.667862 0.084922
summak= 1,250 2.163689 0.037726 2.152244 0.027705
summak=625 2.374226 0.083487 2.363193 0.074538
summak=250 1.653983 0.059084 1.648238 0.056313
and square matrix shape. Ultimately, competitive performance between the polyalgorithms and
COSMA is achieved. Algorithms from the Fox’s group achieved the best performance; COSMA
was better than some algorithms from the Cannon group. In Table 4.5, COSMA performed
significantly faster than the polyalgorithms. This may result from the high level of optimizations
that the COSMA algorithms does, meaning that it also works extremely well for non-square grid
shapes; further study may be warranted. The good performance of COSMA for non-square grids
is further presented in Table 4.6, where it still significantly outperforms the polyalgorithms. As
the grid gets less non-square, as displayed in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8, COSMA’s performance
deteriorates since we force it to indirectly operate in 2D rather than its default 3D decomposition
strategy. COSMA was still competitive with the polyalgorithms in Table 4.8 but slow for the case
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in Table 4.7. For these case the mm5 row performed best for the case where P≥Q while mm5 col
was best for P≤ Q.
It is important to report that, 25 years later, the polyalgorithms set is still competitive with
current algorithms such as COSMA [25]. COSMA can thus be considered polyalgorithmic as the
rest of the algorithms in the polymath library. The set of runs in this section exhibited perfect
polyalgorithmic behavior. The shapes we used are suboptimal given the fact that they do not
explore the 3D dimensional capability of the COSMA algorithm. We determine the grid shape;
that is, the 2D grid shape which is polymath based. In this case, the COSMA algorithm is forced
to adopt a nearly 2D distribution, which will not fully take advantage of the 3D functionalities of
COSMA. For a fixed number of processor S = P×Q×R, the third dimension R for COSMA is
forced to be R = 1 in such cases. For a 16 node sweep, the divisions strategy could be 8× 2× 1,
4× 2× 1, or 1× 16× 1. If COSMA’s default is used where the algorithm implicitly chooses the
grid shape, COSMA achieved best performance of approximately 1.08s. COSMA uses a division
strategy depending on the number of assigned processors and in this way, chooses the best grid
shape dimensions to perform the matrix multiplication. For the experiment used in our research on
16 nodes, the default division strategy was 2×2×4 for P×Q×R as represented as a 3D logical
grid topology. The authors in of the COSMA paper [25] concluded that their algorithm is superior
to other algorithms when it is possible to work on the problem in the optimal configuration and
that they apparently discount as lower-order work the costs of pre- and post- reorganizations and
replications of data needed to work in their optimal 3D layout of the matrices. These results offer
proof that polyalgorithms are still important even when compared to recent, innovative algorithms
such as COSMA.
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Table 4.4 COSMA vs. polyalgorithms average run time in seconds for M =K =N = 20,000 matrix
shape on a 4×4 process grid. In this table the Fox’ group (mm3 and mm4 both row and
columns versions) algorithms achieved the same and best performance considering the
error bar. This is expected because for square grid there is no synchronous problem for
mm3 and no initial slides for mm4 [26]. (Bold numbers represent the lowest time(s)
observed.)
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 1.597341 0.024794 1.533709 0.019031
mm3 col 1.563012 0.036022 1.512657 0.023392
mm4 row 1.58353 0.040723 1.521707 0.028928
mm4 col 1.545319 0.022784 1.500303 0.01224
bb 1.891934 0.036561 1.813445 0.033924
cannon c 1.733719 0.067762 1.491295 0.05684
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 1.784764 0.064621 1.567013 0.057309
cannon ag 2.277589 0.099263 2.067456 0.105484
cannon bg 2.270355 0.063714 2.064399 0.063468
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 1.743822 0.051897 1.655398 0.022168
mm5 col 1.751378 0.034258 1.647067 0.035906
COSMA 1.8126 N/A N/A N/A
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Table 4.5 COSMA vs. polyalgorithms average run time in seconds for M = K = N = 20,000
matrix shape on a 16×1 process grid. For extremely non-square shapes where only one
dimension is indirectly used, COSMA is better than the polyalgorithms. (Bold numbers
represent the lowest time(s) observed.)
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.585334 0.045147 2.451067 0.046238
mm3 col 3.463056 0.015206 3.444748 0.015015
mm4 row 2.688545 0.032001 2.462185 0.031552
mm4 col 3.455902 0.016743 3.439662 0.017589
bb 3.436845 0.009315 3.42145 0.008023
cannon c 2.682052 0.045513 2.444983 0.029263
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.65708 0.030479 2.439806 0.028526
cannon ag 2.793409 0.036987 2.576428 0.036979
cannon bg 4.154851 0.10849 3.940715 0.108349
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.292658 0.053389 2.216903 0.052696
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
COSMA 1.2047 N/A N/A N/A
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Table 4.6 COSMA vs. polyalgorithms average run time in seconds for M = K = N = 20,000
matrix shape on a 1×16 process grid. For extremely non-square shapes where only one
dimension is indirectly used, COSMA is better than the polyalgorithms. (Bold numbers
represent the lowest time(s) observed.)
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.578719 0.029591 3.562803 0.030027
mm3 col 2.755198 0.038175 2.616753 0.046191
mm4 row 3.592684 0.030402 3.572687 0.027991
mm4 col 2.877741 0.082514 2.604477 0.043191
bb 3.556445 0.011625 3.542672 0.00963
cannon c 2.867763 0.032626 2.644708 0.031319
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.843202 0.024139 2.624548 0.023815
cannon ag 4.226014 0.118736 4.014871 0.118009
cannon bg 2.902392 0.030229 2.68472 0.028154
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.332504 0.066513 2.266316 0.067785
COSMA 1.4025 N/A N/A N/A
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Table 4.7 COSMA vs. polyalgorithms average run time in seconds for M = K = N = 20,000
matrix shape on a 2×8 process grid. mm5 col achieved best performance because of the
P≤ Q grid shape. (Bold numbers represent the lowest time(s) observed.)
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.111144 0.030962 2.094617 0.028245
mm3 col 2.118654 0.020739 2.053215 0.008508
mm4 row 2.07584 0.013178 2.057578 0.010599
mm4 col 2.043327 0.067366 1.816637 0.066054
bb 2.170646 0.017821 2.144723 0.019418
cannon c 2.211638 0.045994 1.857015 0.044505
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.161477 0.041353 1.848058 0.041646
cannon ag 3.044329 0.081283 2.71306 0.068561
cannon bg 2.363414 0.030135 2.044465 0.02871
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 1.773298 0.03927 1.698227 0.038807
COSMA 3.0456 N/A N/A N/A
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Table 4.8 COSMA vs. polyalgorithms average run time in seconds for M = K = N = 20,000
matrix shape on a 8× 2 process grid. mm5 row achieved best performance because of
the P≥ Q grid shape. (Bold numbers represent the lowest time(s) observed.)
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.005457 0.029538 1.945231 0.025401
mm3 col 1.971702 0.022117 1.949778 0.006275
mm4 row 1.899726 0.040621 1.657638 0.036981
mm4 col 1.972492 0.018618 1.954382 0.016725
bb 2.036383 0.008788 2.017463 0.008488
cannon c 2.023054 0.037908 1.712544 0.034213
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.028953 0.041459 1.717536 0.043512
cannon ag 2.239083 0.045515 1.924992 0.046112
cannon bg 2.805638 0.083675 2.492211 0.08282
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 1.593167 0.051841 1.543465 0.051492
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
COSMA 1.8394 N/A N/A N/A
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4.5 Comparisons
We made these comparisons by testing the matrix multiplication algorithms with different
matrix sizes and grid shapes:
• For square matrix shapes, DGEMM had best performance as compared to X DGEMM for
tested the different grid shapes. We did a 20,000× 20,000× 20,000 matrix size on 16
nodes and a significant difference in performance was noticed. This is because the DGEMM
operations efficiently works for square and nearly square matrices. It was also noted that
performance of algorithms on the square grids is better than on non-square grids. This results
from the non-square shapes of the local matrices that become more non-square as the grid
becomes extremely non-square.
• Fox’s group (MM algorithms) are the best for square matrix shapes on non-square grids. For
DGEMM, mm5 performs best for all grid shapes (mm5 row when P>Q and mm5 col when
P < Q). For the 4×4 square grid mm4 col performs best.
• Runs with X DGEMM as the local BLAS operation shows more polyalgorithmic behavior
than with DGEMM (this is unsurprising because X DGEMM is only beneficial when
most local subproblems are non-square within the totality of the matrix operations done
in the process grid over the course of a single parallel multiplication). Different MM
algorithms exhibit their best performance for different grid shapes and the Cannon group
has competitive performance with the MM group considering the error bar for (4× 4 and
1×16 grid) cases.
• Runs with X DGEMM as the local BLAS operation performs better than DGEMM for fat-
by-thin cases except for square matrices one square grids.
• Stampede2 generally performs better than the 117 cluster because it uses more advanced
technologies in terms of CPU, memory, cache, etc.
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• The performance trend on Stampede2 is similar to 117; the MM group is the best, and
Cannon is not competitive in any case. Further, we noted that DGEMM and X DGEMM-
enabled runs yield the same algorithm performing best for most grid shapes (that is, mm5)
except for 4× 4, where mm3 row is the best. 16× 1 is the only case that where the best
algorithm varies for the two DGEMM options.
• COSMA vs. polyalgorithm results on stampede2 show that COSMA is not always faster than
polyalgorithms for square matrices on 2×8, 8×2 and 4×4, 1×16, and 16×1 grids.
• SUMMA K is competitive with other algorithms and has comparable performance to the
BB algorithm. It also achieved best performance for particular cases when the appropriate
K value is used, an example is shown in Table 4.3 Interesting, BB was among the best
algorithms for several scenarios in [26].
4.6 Summary
The experimental results from our research were analyzed and discussion was presented
regarding why different algorithms performed differently in certain situations. Generally, the mm5
algorithm performed best for non-square grid shapes. Other algorithms were competitive with each
other in their respective groups. The BB algorithm and the SUMMA K algorithm have similar
performance but the latter allows the user to choose the K-factor and this can be optimized and so
sometimes is better than the BB algorithm, which always maximizes the k value. The results of
our experiments compare the performance of polyalgorithms with COSMA showed that the poly
algorithms are still competitive, except if COSMA’s optimal 3D layouts are supported in terms
of matrix redistribution and memory replication. That is, we had better performance when we
predefined the grid, but when we allowed the new algorithm COSMA to maximize its default
setting, it had better performance2.
2Further study is needed for operational sequences to determine if the cost of moving between optimal and near
optimal COSMA layouts and application-relevant layouts will yield the minimum time to solution. A operational
sequence computes A and B, redistributes A and B into the COSMA 3D grid format, computes with COSMA with the
lowest runtime, then redistributes C into the application-relevant layout. If redistirbution costs can be overlooked, then
COSMA will be the algorithm of choice for that scenario. The ability to do some partial matrix multiplication work
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The new algorithm, X DGEMM, yielded better parallel run times for most fat-by-thin cases
as expected, whereas DGEMM did well for the square matrix shapes. The trends of performance of
these two algorithms on the both clusters used was similar, but Stampede2 has faster performance,
as expected based on its newer and higher-end node architecture.
while redistributing into the COSMA format could further reduce the overheads noted of such reorganizations. All
these matters are left for future work.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter concludes the research presented in this thesis. The new findings are affirmed
and summarized, thereby presenting the usefulness of polyalgorithms. Future work and areas that
need further investigation are also suggested.
5.1 Summary
We suumarized the work done in this thesis by answering the following research question:
• Do we reproduce the trade-offs between using different algorithms in different use
cases, or is one always best?
Polyalgorithms are still a core in building linear algebra libraries; we do not choose to design
a library with just one algorithm1. This fact is reinforced by the results presented with the
diversity of algorithmic performance. However, for this particular study, we mostly used
non-square grid shapes and fat-by-thin matrix shapes. For this reason, one specific algorithm,
mm5, showed best performance for most of the cases presented. The mm5 algorithm was
specifically designed to deal with cases where P<Q or P>Q. The conclusions from Li et al.
[26] remain valid for square matrix grid shapes and no single algorithm performs best for all
cases of arbitrary matrix shapes and grid sizes. We also explored the relative impacts of two
systems of different performance by performing the same set of experiments on both. Some
of the differences of the two clusters are the CPU speed, RAM bandwidth, CPU threads,
cache size, size of memory channels, bus transfer rate, and turbo clock speed. It is important
1We compared with COSMA quite a bit in this thesis. Generally speaking, COSMA should be one of several
options in a next-generation polyalgorithms library, not be considered as a sole alternative.
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to note the system specifications when comparing performance of various algorithms across
the experiments presented here.
• Does the using of the basic BLIS DGEMM vs. new BLIS version, X DGEMM, change
performance of the algorithm(s) in a significant way? Which algorithm is best for a
given “parameter sweep”?
As one might expect, using different versions of DGEMM may significantly change the
performance of all the parallel algorithms. The original BLIS DGEMM version is best
for square matrix shapes while the new X DGEMM version is best for fat-by-thin matrix
shapes. It is therefore important to choose the right DGEMM version in order to achieve the
best performance for arbitrary grid shapes and matrix sizes. The DGEMM versions in this
research are polyalgorithmic themselves since they achieve distinct levels of performance
for different grid shapes and matrix sizes. None of the parallel algorithms had the best
performance based on the “sweep”; best performance mostly relied on the grid shapes as
explained earlier in the thesis.
• Does the new SUMMA algorithm outperform any of the older algorithms?
The SUMMA K algorithm performed better than the rank-1 SUMMA algorithm and its
primary advantage is that we can choose the k-factor that will achieve best performance
for a particular situation rather than maximizing K which could decrease performance.
SUMMA K also outperformed some of the old algorithms, especially algorithms in the
Cannon group. It achieved best performance for a case presented in Table 4.3. SUMMA K
performance was particularly similar to the BB algorithm for most cases where an
appropriate k-value was used. We noted that BB is a limiting case of the rank-k SUMMA
algorithm.
• Does the polyalgorithms set still achieve competitive performance when compared to
newer algorithms on current technologies?
The polyalgorithms that were designed in 1991–95 and describewd in Li et al. [26]
are still competitive with newer algorithms and achieve good performance on current
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systems architectures and technologies. This is a strong indication that polyalgorithms are
still practical and important for maximizing performance of parallel dense matrix-matrix
multiplications. The COSMA algorithm that was compared to the polyalgorithms in this
work achieved best performance when optimal 3D decomposition are used. COSMA is
also found to be competitive for non-optimal 2D decompositions and this validates the
research in the COSMA paper [25]. In a future polyalgorithms library, we would include
both COSMA and 2.5/3D decompositions of the algorithms presently offered in 2D form in
the polyalgorithms library, but with the added guarantee of the DDI behavior described in
this thesis and reported previously in Jin et al.’s paper.
5.2 Future Work
In addition to those ideas and extensions already mentioned, in the future, we hope to use
machine learning to select the best algorithm for given situations automatically, including both the
algorithmic cost, and the cost of moving the data to/from its application-relevant organization as
needed by steps before and after the matrix multiplication (the cost of redistribution is only lower
order work asymptotically, and can matter). Another step would be to reformulate the library
in C++, taking advantage of modern C++ for flexibility, compile-time optimizations (including
potential for algorithmic selection), and supporting data-distribution and layout decisions at
compile-time where possible. Further, we can envisage using a parallel backend to a deep-learning
algorithm (that uses parallel dense matrix-matrix multiplication) that provides the optimization
parameters for its own deep learning use cases, creating a closed-loop deep-learning that solves
application problems while tuning its own runtime performance. As of now, all matrices are
handled as they are allocated by the test program or application; we would prefer to be able
to reorganize (remap) them also, when appropriate, especially since we will also be including
the COSMA algorithm moving forward. We would also like to determine the actual cost of
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APPENDIX A
RAW DATA FROM 117 CLUSTER RUNS
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In this section, we have included all the data from the run that were done. We made the runs
on two servers: 117 and Stampede2. The graphs include all results for the different nominal nodes
using both the DGEMM and X DGEMM algorithms. Performance is measured as run-time in
seconds. The first set of tables are for runs made of 117, followed by tables of runs on Stampede2.
Table A.1 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 16×1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.004114 0.089586 2.852661 0.091707
mm3 col 4.174975 0.34167 4.150421 0.323331
mm4 row 3.102586 0.133188 2.863519 0.123914
mm4 col 4.179767 0.279268 4.157584 0.281229
bb 4.719917 0.038954 4.690012 0.040476
cannon c 3.138984 0.093306 2.864152 0.112676
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.145616 0.132011 2.905035 0.132137
cannon ag 3.245361 0.102395 3.005661 0.102403
cannon bg 4.756179 0.107676 4.51,2508 0.107822
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.684945 0.126424 2.627342 0.094087
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.2 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 16×1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 9.807986 0.091137 9.339222 0.115536
mm3 col 10.234802 0.297784 10.123398 0.298362
mm4 row 10.292248 0.07337 9.715777 0.096508
mm4 col 10.117461 0.106569 9.995225 0.105703
bb 10.792354 10.792354 10.666155 0.078611
cannon c 10.083978 0.116911 9.533392 0.15164
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 10.223631 0.149714 9.983826 0.149744
cannon ag 10.42875 0.103419 10.205293 0.101851
cannon bg 12.062024 0.066946 11.826327 0.066841
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 10.220091 0.043336 9.956149 0.021391
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.3 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 16×1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 10.057969 0.227202 9.74641 0.183809
mm3 col 13.925253 1.262522 13.869742 1.25967
mm4 row 10.004802 0.302435 9.370544 0.273511
mm4 col 15.352479 0.70173 15.296557 0.701991
bb 17.914256 0.008055 17.870258 0.006057
cannon c 9.913032 0.206929 9.221466 0.223969
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 9.892918 0.170405 9.274711 0.170651
cannon ag 9.728389 0.205295 9.096664 0.205768
cannon bg 10.358781
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 12.104181 0.186454 10.073063 0.247597
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.4 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 16× 1
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.026592 0.16276 2.896384 0.16687
mm3 col 4.333003 0.394342 4.304782 0.393918
mm4 row 3.190416 0.11956 2.917259 0.088837
mm4 col 4.304849 0.274472 4.260647 0.276986
bb 4.826139 0.099824 4.80445 0.105569
cannon c 3.158663 0.119964 2.903084 0.119718
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.203345 0.220134 2.961556 0.220144
cannon ag 3.328331 0.22169 3.084653 0.221633
cannon bg 5.016202 0.156771 4.762207 0.156939
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.794082 0.160895 2.668053 0.093165
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.5 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 8×2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.104391 0.123473 3.004158 0.082401
mm3 col 3.105573 0.068623 3.054157 0.073608
mm4 row 2.843934 0.120926 2.466518 0.092181
mm4 col 3.05586 0.06514 2.988244 0.065338
bb 3.2842 0.063683 3.204386 0.020394
cannon c 3.197274 0.143192 2.672129 0.118622
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.030174 0.153434 2.592266 0.153556
cannon ag 3.237907 0.078029 2.799402 0.078119
cannon bg 3.879122 0.116756 3.498527 0.116427
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.456145 0.125266 2.363079 0.095889
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.6 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 8×2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 6.880494 0.066767 6.572668 0.048774
mm3 col 6.798455 0.056455 6.66033 0.069793
mm4 row 7.038601 0.022697 6.610789 0.038731
mm4 col 6.737182 0.042547 6.622553 0.059701
bb 7.089602 0.021556 6.923108 0.027314
cannon c 7.295701 0.105666 6.790563 0.065147
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 7.295074 0.138681 6.853461 0.138832
cannon ag 7.608736 0.049439 7.15834 0.048941
cannon bg 8.193423 0.051755 7.749879 0.051545
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 6.775231 0.023891 6.66992 0.035763
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.7 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 8×2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.289764 0.094543 5.17076 0.082301
mm3 col 4.843809 0.28812 4.728267 0.264463
mm4 row 4.572714 0.069358 3.759876 0.125709
mm4 col 4.771813 0.162862 4.664777 0.115745
bb 5.773333 0.024624 5.729975 0.011002
cannon c 5.267049 0.128561 4.152796 0.133519
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.037954 0.147177 3.950869 0.141284
cannon ag 4.961636 0.094926 3.875407 0.096832
cannon bg 5.316073 0.113255 4.208152 0.111541
summa 43.393309 0.051926 43.393223 0.051949
mm5 row 3.493115 0.111571 3.308793 0.083013
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak= 62,500 5.60572 0.149145 5.550417 0.145323
summak=31,250 5.625967 0.037938 5.563215 0.03324
summak=15,625 5.635896 0.170954 5.574486 0.176853
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Table A.8 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 8×2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.827699 0.059626 4.780027 0.068865
mm3 col 4.997269 0.287585 4.971626 0.291044
mm4 row 4.125989 0.039004 3.228847 0.082819
mm4 col 4.872022 0.041889 4.859593 0.041686
bb 5.912459 0.01025 5.507978 0.010381
cannon c 4.708409 0.128773 3.744426 0.087419
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.535183 0.035756 3.440054 0.036128
cannon ag 4.490902 0.013836 3.437396 0.011911
cannon bg 4.9859 0.075267 3.889889 0.061019
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.806208 0.184184 2.691557 0.133161
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak= 62,500 5.530408 0.034883 5.474745 0.035216
summak=31,250 5.719671 0.193283 5.658157 0.193626
summak=15,625 5.593211 0.118783 5.529109 0.107637
Table A.9 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 4×4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.554772 0.067991 2.440048 0.080905
mm3 col 2.586245 0.131499 2.485543 0.118272
mm4 row 2.533918 0.112229 2.417407 0.095751
mm4 col 2.538205 0.11661 2.432643 0.080889
bb 2.743331 0.107562 2.675613 0.087649
cannon c 2.824683 0.187615 2.492293 0.154594
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.523293 0.179543 2.308209 0.179549
cannon ag 2.83235 0.109847 2.617463 0.10925
cannon bg 3.076794 0.129853 2.751346 0.129767
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.600132 0.104624 2.465986 0.087082
mm5 col 2.610751 0.148734 2.497223 0.101187
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Table A.10 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 4×4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.905616 0.107547 3.774039 0.087028
mm3 col 4.001572 0.038902 3.898343 0.03627
mm4 row 3.983841 0.017431 3.886098 0.009403
mm4 col 4.013215 0.018047 3.869312 0.010206
bb 4.239633 0.014753 4.071826 0.016979
cannon c 4.435158 0.010509 4.068065 0.009844
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.079392 0.016737 3.858012 0.016998
cannon ag 4.403749 0.022573 4.175929 0.022419
cannon bg 4.514618 0.024273 4.194499 0.023726
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 4.070637 0.026807 3.985425 0.017176
mm5 col 4.060671 0.025365 3.98565 0.018975
summak= 62,500 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=31,250 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=15,625 N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.11 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 4×4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.672814 0.224535 3.560813 0.215449
mm3 col 3.544421 0.150348 3.43488 111300
mm4 row 3.640113 0.171183 3.47388 0.097796
mm4 col 3.506616 0.139265 3.381051 0.115133
bb 4.175733 0.045755 4.084926 0.003978
cannon c 4.133527 0.045718 3.45612 0.086638
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.626133 0.101716 2.962833 0.1,00094
cannon ag 3.613001 0.153531 3.054591 0.126627
cannon bg 3.421078 0.098859 2.889669 0.095378
summa 38.477298 0.024092 38.477116 0.024091
mm5 row 3.728349 0.130747 3.590537 0.06835
mm5 col 3.660328 0.158836 3.477348 0.107694
summak= 62,500 4.46597 0.112223 4.429396 0.112805
summak=31,250 4.325335 0.124371 4.29311 0.119803
summak=15,625 4.348232 0.183979 4.306223 0.189218
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Table A.12 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 4× 4
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.651921 0.111527 3.529917 0.105842
mm3 col 3.552332 0.075631 3.442905 0.084738
mm4 row 3.559412 0.062854 3.454921 0.061221
mm4 col 3.526929 0.094232 3.437655 0.073984
bb 4.185282 0.064527 4.131923 0.033066
cannon c 4.146038 0.159305 3.471973 0.183963
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.65848 0.106228 3.004872 0.105518
cannon ag 3.52477 0.107053 2.970659 0.09432
cannon bg 3.494098 0.116045 2.969172 0.115908
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 3.667567 0.144066 3.50564 0.084442
mm5 col 3.589096 0.094507 3.444496 0.050592
summak= 62,500 4.29752 0.109586 4.262886 0.108901
summak=31,250 4.425282 0.190869 4.401204 0.190316
summak=15,625 4.472903 0.179782 4.434156 0.179585
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Table A.13 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 2×8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.050797 0.105518 2.95816 0.087967
mm3 col 3.152321 0.074975 3.226733 0.051303
mm4 row 3.324212 0.074975 3.226733 0.051303
mm4 col 2.941664 0.187384 2.60006 0.093016
bb 3.06895 0.07682 2.955071 0.028471
cannon c 3.268867 0.120419 2.795767 0.101205
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.15243 0.129845 2.682396 0.129126
cannon ag 4.030698 0.09531 3.499185 0.094703
cannon bg 3.289265 0.112578 2.819897 0.113076
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.535425 0.151602 2.434492 0.114446
summak= 62,500 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=31,250 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=15,625 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.14 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 2×8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 7.679111 0.223376 7.578926 0.223872
mm3 col 7.947279 0.072991 7.83734 0.06894
mm4 row 8.13212 0.020043 8.04218 0.02286
mm4 col 7.853115 0.027801 7.521231 0.03284
bb 7.878829 0.007786 7.759382 0.009535
cannon c 8.372337 0.203652 7.892582 0.191184
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 8.40751 0.017652 8.019497 0.017506
cannon ag 9.031702 0.037362 8.635826 0.038829
cannon bg 8.588519 0.040684 8.127759 0.039795
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 0.000002 0.000003 0.000001 0.000002
mm5 col 7.703817 0.029472 7.411596 0.025598
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Table A.15 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 2×8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.195272 0.181465 8.127514 0.187312
mm3 col 8.89789 0.049263 8.778078 0.052295
mm4 row 9.757232 0.068386 9.633832 0.03858
mm4 col 8.177215 0.165181 7.478362 0.174695
bb 9.256326 0.006383 9.230341 0.003973
cannon c 9.098165 0.132656 7.764621 0.149583
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 8.753082 0.1102 7.625635 0.110741
cannon ag 9.043917 0.100804 7.874272 0.075587
cannon bg 8.786284 0.047815 7.665578 0.047224
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 7.001529 0.135105 6.887903 0.094991
summak= 62,500 9.25885 0.028569 9.175043 0.028565
summak=31,250 9.366887 0.034752 9.279534 0.034711
summak=15,625 9.146521 0.030841 9.062226 0.030768
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Table A.16 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 2× 8
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.385591 0.141031 4.306348 0.160715
mm3 col 4.823953 0.048917 4.783931 0.049543
mm4 row 5.898224 0.087832 5.838839 0.109524
mm4 col 4.183099 0.05283 3.475151 0.09389
bb 5.386932 0.007 5.37966 0.006266
cannon c 5.012098 0.125997 3.791895 0.128165
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.734167 0.071588 3.573558 0.071842
cannon ag 5.071166 0.07473 3.940617 0.070804
cannon bg 4.766935 0.053921 3.605236 0.054509
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.860369 0.19526 2.763426 0.145105
summak= 62,500 5.375917 0.140651 5.303192 0.144338
summak=31,250 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=15,625 N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.17 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000×20,000×20,000, on 1×16 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.24695 0.036424 4.230039 0.035559
mm3 col 3.065601 0.049501 2.96687 0.035908
mm4 row 4.906686 0.117064 4.88042 0.113211
mm4 col 3.243534 0.049167 2.973007 0.04682
bb 4.800987 0.018126 4.785862 0.015149
cannon c 3.261526 0.046843 2.973649 0.040279
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.304488 0.04595 3.047362 0.045891
cannon ag 4.984504 0.065223 4.723674 0.065061
cannon bg 3.378881 0.055228 3.118533 0.05615
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.7797 0.050615 2.708755 0.056394
summak= 62,500 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=31,250 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=15,625 N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.18 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20,000× 20,000× 20,000, on 1× 16
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 10.954598 0.074044 10.83657 0.079228
mm3 col 10.499467 0.029476 10.228963 0.016863
mm4 row 11.494188 0.148509 11.380996 0.148396
mm4 col 10.866928 0.035813 10.558586 0.074165
bb 11.490831 0.091332 11.383701 0.091168
cannon c 10.925632 0.035783 10.360635 0.155385
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 10.912119 0.041656 10.679809 0.041
cannon ag 12.64365 0.09125 12.405948 0.091045
cannon bg 11.001981 0.054501 10.767641 0.056371
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 10.584375 0.029371 10.245091 0.068257
summak= 62,500 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=31,250 N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=15,625 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.19 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 1× 16
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 9.506201 0.470391 9.488248 0.465892
mm3 col 4.849476 0.093473 4.642501 0.056113
mm4 row 12.58785 0.011255 12.570569 0.009831
mm4 col 5.170553 0.009201 4.563987 0.008543
bb 10.825191 0.010449 10.819677 0.010589
cannon c 5.183785 0.007139 4.580853 0.006809
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.379653 0.123209 4.750989 0.118898
cannon ag 5.81584
cannon bg 10.228605 0.123475 9.621917 0.128256
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 9.027007 0.152136 8.797246 0.113245
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Table A.20 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 24×1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.277652 0.183249 7.719422 0.145028
mm3 col 12.614204 1.11824 12.551237 1.113973
mm4 row 8.219189 0.03588 7.718527 0.039594
mm4 col 13.14542 1.469705 13.083617 1.469467
bb 15.667921 0.012626 15.623418 0.012763
cannon c 8.432319 0.290238 7.790356 0.09091
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 8.269445 0.069254 7.855751 0.06973
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A
mm5 row 7.637168 0.177512 7.20609 0.10901
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.21 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 24× 1
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 7.905346 0.304585 5.880218 0.20412
mm3 col 11.937141 0.633023 11.790512 0.666229
mm4 row 8.593247 0.351341 6.385729 0.203765
mm4 col 12.110588 0.864861 11.955695 0.884422
bb 11.603471 0.152037 11.450136 0.129502
cannon c 8.827907 0.361374 6.574008 0.231057
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 8.872749 0.246963 8.453835 0.246962
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 7.841697 0.140351 5.851113 0.160187
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.22 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 1×24 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 12.708139 0.476209 12.6852 0.473325
mm3 col 8.810144 0.075449 8.374924 0.116966
mm4 row 14.271543 0.122454 14.249858 0.122386
mm4 col 8.261561 0.057774 7.832586 0.040741
bb 13.398971 0.018287 13.386314 0.018401
cannon c 8.296713 0.075067 7.855906 0.068286
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 8.317732 0.03611 7.906559 0.03616
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 7.592804 0.121829 7.42827 0.067271
Table A.23 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 1× 24
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.436811 0.358767 8.37875 0.355653
mm3 col 5.21341 0.201451 4.742025 0.100803
mm4 row 10.104417 0.260126 10.045261 0.22356
mm4 col 5.836928 0.379183 4.86 0.146479
bb 10.906115 0.274895 10.881611 0.239607
cannon c 5.595362 0.355432 4.639839 0.105265
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.01676 0.366017 5.575004 0.366056
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 4.96719 0.110307 4.317125 0.121891
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Table A.24 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 12×2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.155617 0.152833 7.753132 0.076672
mm3 col 9.084359 0.055306 9.054605 0.055197
mm4 row 7.794312 0.015147 6.665349 0.053644
mm4 col 8.78163 0.369829 8.533531 0.369237
bb 9.759138 0.19609 9.258754 0.096375
cannon c 8.843081 0.055106 7.369898 0.068586
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 7.256081 0.031664 6.486028 0.018025
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.25 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 12× 2
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.016872 0.079693 4.619336 0.064571
mm3 col 5.823837 0.419396 5.789203 0.419848
mm4 row 3.705507 0.048792 3.145052 0.018939
mm4 col 5.851084 0.189386 5.645621 0.192158
bb 6.419063 0.015455 6.07164 0.096508
cannon c 4.439845 0.172308 3.547339 0.148953
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.833241 0.194516 2.643571 0.193441
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.26 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 2×12 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.360173 0.061364 8.274832 0.061033
mm3 col 7.836562 0.074348 7.505397 0.069345
mm4 row 8.636001 0.427579 8.498593 0.42726
mm4 col 7.567457 0.039951 6.591008 0.077796
bb 9.752465 0.029003 9.360372 0.016875
cannon c 8.625536 0.047929 7.255965 0.025839
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 6.731072 0.086537 6.136918 0.068075
Table A.27 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 2× 12
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.39587 0.463774 5.299252 0.439574
mm3 col 5.068792 0.13206 4.720074 0.100202
mm4 row 6.497521 0.224668 6.371469 0.224907
mm4 col 3.987239 0.129534 3.257971 0.062737
bb 6.522373 0.357037 6.362599 0.294475
cannon c 5.093367 0.254834 4.18314 0.231113
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 3.471539 0.240552 3.023848 0.202893
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Table A.28 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 6×4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.23908 0.07192 3.057954 0.079454
mm3 col 3.746472 0.153754 3.71399 0.12483
mm4 row 3.779406 0.068145 3.337772 0.065403
mm4 col 3.973444 0.14231 3.643815 0.12389
bb 3.956565 0.010578 3.890766 0.007096
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.29 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 6× 4
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.411982 0.153692 3.118854 0.115694
mm3 col 3.692251 0.182783 3.635881 0.153468
mm4 row 3.530008 0.066448 3.108971 0.048179
mm4 col 3.98254 0.161504 3.549455 0.135286
bb 4.118643 0.096264 3.936409 0.061849
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 3.444333 0.164456 3.323492 0.139378
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.30 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 4×6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 6.042612 0.088612 5.985112 0.072089
mm3 col 5.584795 0.079407 5.355801 0.073593
mm4 row 6.309155 0.02956 5.950634 0.037071
mm4 col 5.946651 0.053852 5.50302 0.030063
bb 5.882264 0.026684 5.850024 0.022049
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 5.843155 0.048247 5.621361 0.048374
Table A.31 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 4× 6
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.769065 0.105776 3.636135 0.100905
mm3 col 3.288956 0.058488 3.045613 0.054742
mm4 row 3.97135 0.066274 3.645849 0.06438
mm4 col 3.737667 0.1097 3.24509 0.061775
bb 3.8943 0.109047 3.762724 0.063711
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 3.045159 0.124608 2.864296 0.109519
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Table A.32 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 3×8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.941311 0.004607 5.917854 0.003593
mm3 col 6.427264 0.067619 6.277239 0.075211
mm4 row 7.201848 0.009072 6.926737 0.009201
mm4 col 6.009803 0.067411 5.533805 0.092317
bb 6.419483 0.012063 6.283853 0.010096
cannon c 6.920871 0.055174 5.862715 0.053662
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.880652 0.066198 5.863518 0.066857
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 5.690901 0.047681 5.479689 0.044332
Table A.33 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 3× 8
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.345468 0.04407 3.325504 0.027403
mm3 col 3.691979 0.076939 3.556967 0.103921
mm4 row 4.459966 0.010466 4.199915 0.010118
mm4 col 3.236577 0.050663 2.750708 0.060178
bb 3.737314 0.02033 3.589997 0.017811
cannon c 4.178907 0.060371 3.134632 0.037055
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.123989 0.051 3.11014 0.051083
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.767081 0.079505 2.610261 0.077018
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Table A.34 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 8×3 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.433816 0.064044 4.207472 0.044913
mm3 col 3.952358 0.215372 3.900937 0.172892
mm4 row 3.672156 0.148774 3.240419 0.124684
mm4 col 4.17466 0.104854 3.763696 0.106383
bb 4.513156 0.123794 4.415134 0.128925
cannon c 4.601369 0.181123 3.518478 0.158133
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.567851 0.184818 3.471512 0.187373
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 3.174379 0.178214 3.035684 0.152473
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.35 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 8× 3
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.089301 0.094796 3.836033 0.044396
mm3 col 3.63176 0.154435 3.571395 0.130299
mm4 row 3.467076 0.044583 3.004129 0.081941
mm4 col 4.097665 0.025381 3.733532 0.025412
bb 4.149715 0.115838 3.990766 0.048797
cannon c 4.333116 0.11522 3.29889 0.112673
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.472289 0.110709 3.36948 0.110719
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.92707 0.08835 2.762622 0.063144
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.36 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 3×10 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.658576 0.030364 5.516253 0.029879
mm3 col 6.044017 0.107095 5.830446 0.096565
mm4 row 5.968206 0.032444 5.578032 0.031064
mm4 col 5.621032 0.068459 4.970533 0.068837
bb 6.195687 0.024764 5.914449 0.023563
cannon c 6.527976 0.104975 5.560402 0.075452
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.42601 0.129621 5.626838 0.129384
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 5.38035 0.067028 4.942287 0.057666
Table A.37 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 3× 10
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.361506 0.057846 3.308901 0.059096
mm3 col 3.773656 0.116328 3.52887 0.116931
mm4 row 3.769395 0.089326 3.525667 0.059297
mm4 col 3.118827 0.146727 2.60058 0.140186
bb 4.193947 0.075422 3.899466 0.067344
cannon c 3.976602 0.183455 2.957747 0.196558
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.702559 0.118242 2.910946 0.117193
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.647606 0.150038 2.39658 0.111943
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Table A.38 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 10×3 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.331042 0.040055 4.044473 0.065154
mm3 col 3.772255 0.112424 3.695666 0.112225
mm4 row 3.22704 0.060704 2.879021 0.055365
mm4 col 4.028443 0.137934 3.700095 0.160385
bb 4.524471 0.151264 4.30107 0.090595
cannon c 4.08308 0.203586 3.215353 0.198393
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.076479 0.09697 3.225377 0.097085
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.723728 0.135088 2.582524 0.135852
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.39 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 10× 3
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.16118 0.166135 3.767824 0.064417
mm3 col 3.602342 0.204186 3.534657 0.197787
mm4 row 2.960542 0.062001 2.558269 0.052308
mm4 col 3.708714 0.179388 3.488363 0.18055
bb 4.429548 0.068823 4.10144 0.03835
cannon c 3.736268 0.13508 2.876797 0.143757
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.686949 0.180508 2.826036 0.181002
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.369775 0.096946 2.224609 0.035516
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.40 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 30×1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 7.74168 0.135983 6.934071 0.093455
mm3 col 12.017695 0.85497 11.968479 0.850446
mm4 row 7.832086 0.112914 7.126988 0.108305
mm4 col 13.593331 0.806504 13.545818 0.806467
bb 15.937639 0.018766 15.908537 0.018672
cannon c 7.860598 0.136744 7.117615 0.104309
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 7.992033 0.069894 7.64791 0.069932
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 7.507258 0.085654 6.744218 0.070468
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.41 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 30× 1
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 6.443398 0.377536 5.245961 0.20251
mm3 col 11.250942 1.303781 11.152174 1.325466
mm4 row 7.125105 0.520599 5.634596 0.254473
mm4 col 11.111163 0.734538 11.062897 0.713675
bb 10.543812 0.226271 10.451876 0.228575
cannon c 7.029017 0.464902 5.41941 0.44225
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.9942 0.575133 6.646455 0.57524
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 6.577775 0.306185 5.074156 0.378611
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table A.42 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 2×15 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 7.532195 0.033244 7.427399 0.034702
mm3 col 7.367456 0.076981 7.078931 0.064433
mm4 row 8.897254 0.038259 8.636502 0.038356
mm4 col 6.20054 0.056742 5.510332 0.046038
bb 9.069572 0.006403 8.614552 0.003564
cannon c 7.025849 0.0637 6.067 0.06312
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.994801 0.103069 6.187791 0.103312
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 5.584336 0.0815 5.321612 0.067384
Table A.43 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 2× 15
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.818474 0.148632 5.787106 0.1808
mm3 col 5.000154 0.105162 4.621051 0.058237
mm4 row 7.176419 0.099827 6.945173 0.09979
mm4 col 3.458848 0.179643 2.851203 0.042788
bb 6.823433 0.063346 6.618808 0.116469
cannon c 4.402799 0.24331 3.311483 0.133038
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.315871 0.44215 3.51601 0.440841
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.796528 0.119844 2.600186 0.101171
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Table A.44 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 5×6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 6.261006 0.101686 5.777143 0.102417
mm3 col 5.433641 0.071195 5.138297 0.062578
mm4 row 6.159344 0.041186 5.709461 0.046373
mm4 col 5.994861 0.017517 5.361392 0.017172
bb 6.035153 0.004102 5.807901 0.00428
cannon c 6.92523 0.067782 5.847134 0.071656
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.748876 0.071624 5.93346 0.072681
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 5.944865 0.068752 5.656613 0.030769
Table A.45 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 5× 6
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.691431 0.17162 3.375068 0.168859
mm3 col 2.732705 0.095267 2.509271 0.065791
mm4 row 3.428537 0.218373 3.022396 0.143852
mm4 col 3.082165 0.029336 2.729782 0.051363
bb 3.428679 0.094941 3.330151 0.089533
cannon c 3.752579 0.328614 2.679432 0.214604
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.658458 0.300035 2.849253 0.289468
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 3.323145 0.12203 3.081725 0.066143
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Table A.46 117 cluster: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000×1,000,000×1,000, on 6×6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.127599 0.07795 4.955492 0.068715
mm3 col 5.919727 0.210218 5.467323 0.210379
mm4 row 5.729786 0.036668 5.284339 0.047631
mm4 col 5.763377 0.058944 5.341638 0.053793
bb 5.839115 0.020458 5.67865 0.016797
cannon c 6.16325 0.047117 5.47865 0.048904
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.226938 0.056079 5.411826 0.037845
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 5.661105 0.003186 5.472099 0.003339
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table A.47 117 cluster: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1,000× 1,000,000× 1,000, on 6× 5
grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.835786 0.139896 2.647434 0.102929
mm3 col 3.393552 0.160402 3.083157 0.156762
mm4 row 3.15113 0.04096 2.830466 0.02848
mm4 col 3.337536 0.091479 3.009792 0.094253
bb 3.735427 0.056979 3.510252 0.057275
cannon c 3.587058 0.161621 2.733039 0.179476
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.436548 0.182387 2.617134 0.190478
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 3.133371 0.123768 2.888467 0.173353
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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APPENDIX B
RAW DATA FROM STAMPEDE2 RUNS
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Table B.1 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 16x1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.781787 0.090894 2.67702 0.048309
mm3 col 3.641537 0.01537 3.627309 0.018168
mm4 row 2.825459 0.061571 2.589572 0.046353
mm4 col 3.644668 0.010152 3.631606 0.009818
bb 3.653826 0.012297 3.640809 0.011967
cannon c 2.858778 0.034343 2.639316 0.022007
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.84269 0.053122 2.62709 0.056352
cannon ag 2.959602 0.044541 2.746206 0.044116
cannon bg 4.316988 0.140226 4.106365 0.13864
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.307429 0.103681 2.248955 0.09019
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=1250 3.535665 0.037091 3.518732 0.035377
summak=625 3.768682 0.038324 3.757743 0.039015
summak=250 4.183685 0.052424 4.178481 0.053159
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Table B.2 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 16x1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 10.5638 0.26663 10.033047 0.09836
mm3 col 11.04146 0.069297 10.903602 0.068812
mm4 row 11.09142 0.142112 10.385731 0.128191
mm4 col 11.038767 0.060433 10.889493 0.053762
bb 10.9865 0.115236 10.85584 0.112233
cannon c 10.833055 0.122747 10.322224 0.158513
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 11.094455 0.038426 10.861638 0.007348
cannon ag 11.255783 0.125771 11.038024 0.125063
cannon bg 12.979559 0.063691 12.767189 0.062854
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 10.839376 0.189131 10.226774 0.137236
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak= 1250 10.501177 0.112763 10.381507 0.112231
summak=625 18.847259 0.262214 18.714434 0.254911
summak=250 43.209114 1.008515 43.088213 0.996716
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Table B.3 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 1x16 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.721197 0.023215 3.70298 0.026661
mm3 col 2.793188 0.052383 2.682351 0.02295
mm4 row 3.705667 0.01519 3.690697 0.014622
mm4 col 2.952792 0.063358 2.725152 0.06392
bb 3.707692 0.011358 3.693089 0.010659
cannon c 2.992992 0.068722 2.759803 0.038073
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.960102 0.057623 2.740712 0.057444
cannon ag 4.434341 0.134848 4.221224 0.133209
cannon bg 3.040574 0.042223 2.817793 0.041794
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.380452 0.116267 2.32298 0.09519
summak= 1250 3.592225 0.033082 3.574372 0.035315
summak=625 3.736233 0.029571 3.720949 0.031025
summak=250 4.090763 0.033732 4.085094 0.033356
Table B.4 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 1x16 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 11.073586 0.121923 10.922636 0.124183
mm3 col 10.704742 0.179754 10.195957 0.114066
mm4 row 11.211824 0.102536 11.05454 0.104986
mm4 col 10.935694 0.223104 10.338617 0.158416
bb 10.98566 0.092076 10.831358 0.075502
cannon c 11.063379 0.199083 10.421793 0.127362
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 10.952076 0.157104 10.738861 0.157171
cannon ag 13.047051 0.124595 12.827471 0.128155
cannon bg 11.374654 0.085352 11.157551 0.085269
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 10.683153 0.21005 10.11201 0.148845
summak= 1250 10.757767 0.162068 10.633830 0.159782
summak=625 18.970190 0.365688 18.835942 0.359578
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Table B.5 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 8x2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.160356 0.046074 2.08393 0.025741
mm3 col 2.113326 0.021485 2.088769 0.021455
mm4 row 1.976474 0.03739 1.735596 0.031953
mm4 col 2.103251 0.019088 2.077999 0.011975
bb 2.177195 0.037186 2.141646 0.006661
cannon c 2.091218 0.037345 1.773757 0.049114
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.107715 0.044901 1.797311 0.042125
cannon ag 2.267914 0.042042 1.957826 0.044525
cannon bg 2.883409 0.090229 2.556079 0.086415
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 1.593792 0.046396 1.561728 0.041971
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak= 1250 2.123396 0.025102 2.101459 0.027603
summak=625 2.269564 0.032824 2.261642 0.032603
summak=250 1.685542 0.074503 1.678678 0.074444
Table B.6 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 8x2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.829654 0.086489 5.638389 0.08703
mm3 col 5.925174 0.042597 5.795448 0.037617
mm4 row 5.867925 0.100847 5.474437 0.067227
mm4 col 5.898397 0.024651 5.75964 0.035594
bb 5.901189 0.015819 5.603319 0.04061
cannon c 6.219219 0.006134 5.715006 0.029968
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.10593 0.064629 5.782994 0.066513
cannon ag 6.503421 0.11164 6.187174 0.113738
cannon bg 7.217602 0.046582 6.89713 0.04789
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 5.708056 0.153206 5.467709 0.169103
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak=1250 9.848178 0.104170 9.718495 0.100391
summak=625 18.581733 0.079641 18.447612 0.075655
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Table B.7 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 2x8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.178206 0.018087 2.160626 0.018022
mm3 col 2.177041 0.020087 2.110852 0.006659
mm4 row 2.149056 0.02052 2.128406 0.022695
mm4 col 2.049804 0.064312 1.799479 0.058719
bb 2.213366 0.014942 2.170275 0.017982
cannon c 2.258626 0.03154 1.926514 0.030959
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 2.184387 0.041438 1.863977 0.040397
cannon ag 2.975107 0.061201 2.660054 0.057914
cannon bg 2.36045 0.044266 2.039952 0.042943
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 1.720906 0.100718 1.667862 0.084922
summak= 1250 2.163689 0.037726 2.152244 0.027705
summak=625 2.374226 0.083487 2.363193 0.074538
summak=250 1.653983 0.059084 1.648238 0.056313
Table B.8 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 2x8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.766913 0.097106 5.657572 0.103068
mm3 col 5.75177 0.055777 5.575617 0.045228
mm4 row 5.762985 0.022461 5.636158 0.030075
mm4 col 5.966553 0.031713 5.612762 0.036581
bb 5.880814 0.029139 5.601784 0.034195
cannon c 6.209049 0.022052 5.707688 0.053382
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 6.00845 0.103226 5.693742 0.10474
cannon ag 7.169963 0.064818 6.852157 0.06436
cannon bg 6.438192 0.051365 6.114714 0.051761
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 5.754381 0.008952 5.510686 0.049643
summak= 1250 9.815227 0.140657 9.692203 0.137320
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Table B.9 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 4x4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 1.715549 0.036488 1.658283 0.028918
mm3 col 1.721091 0.047677 1.652185 0.025321
mm4 row 1.739423 0.045115 1.665969 0.032649
mm4 col 1.719584 0.049705 1.65757 0.039481
bb 1.950508 0.037679 1.904439 0.014983
cannon c 1.873396 0.061284 1.643583 0.056254
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 1.949031 0.041982 1.729718 0.047018
cannon ag 2.395361 0.040062 2.200311 0.046517
cannon bg 2.359316 0.064383 2.150774 0.06178
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 1.895056 0.076066 1.763404 0.049523
mm5 col 1.899374 0.040792 1.787484 0.033205
summak= 1250 2.191787 0.160748 2.131948 0.127206
summak=625 2.383149 0.136051 2.379411 0.136246
summak=250 2.596985 0.103635 2.587019 0.098707
Table B.10 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 20kx20kx20k, on 4x4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.510406 0.057565 3.384522 0.088097
mm3 col 3.538849 0.052219 3.44696 0.046102
mm4 row 3.560631 0.04339 3.466854 0.042327
mm4 col 3.59904 0.037082 3.47895 0.036957
bb 3.732406 0.017893 3.572639 0.00919
cannon c 3.741176 0.045123 3.521032 0.035665
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.744007 0.030398 3.522951 0.029137
cannon ag 4.18289 0.03432 3.980191 0.036256
cannon bg 4.196543 0.041242 3.975273 0.039116
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 3.69321 0.053846 3.575891 0.076973
mm5 col 3.684001 0.074108 3.449531 0.051415
summak= 1250 9.678787 0.150045 9.550333 0.147053
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Table B.11 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 16x1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.738962 0.083517 5.433079 0.045086
mm3 col 7.48876 0.012003 7.453662 0.012118
mm4 row 5.833786 0.046033 5.265165 0.045266
mm4 col 7.488633 0.011174 7.456309 0.010868
bb 7.444492 0.011646 7.411649 0.011439
cannon c 5.877859 0.150466 5.301826 0.132116
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.820165 0.052336 5.272106 0.072784
cannon ag 5.851473 0.056287 5.300519 0.056182
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.12 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 16x1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.653682 0.104966 5.371229 0.091355
mm3 col 7.521545 0.010601 7.491058 0.012902
mm4 row 5.889552 0.091338 5.317088 0.063364
mm4 col 7.52251 0.019253 7.493305 0.021095
bb 7.488498 0.009259 7.463464 0.010165
cannon c 5.901989 0.080636 5.33691 0.075043
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.869044 0.069127 5.314036 0.069242
cannon ag 5.807341 0.096016 5.245784 0.095304
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.13 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 1X16 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 7.735438 0.021647 7.703688 0.022421
mm3 col 5.608723 0.048987 5.42666 0.055741
mm4 row 7.687203 0.01673 7.657675 0.016033
mm4 col 6.026921 0.057329 5.449322 0.064139
bb 7.640521 0.021457 7.611523 0.019517
cannon c 5.981446 0.061259 5.435711 0.060641
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.956073 0.063972 5.416753 0.063945
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.14 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 1X16 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 7.452418 0.044339 7.423282 0.043084
mm3 col 5.487094 0.141911 5.256505 0.117795
mm4 row 7.43297 0.014037 7.400243 0.013732
mm4 col 5.756797 0.080023 5.217998 0.077223
bb 7.422669 0.013424 7.39153 0.013252
cannon c 5.706446 0.101514 5.162247 0.083754
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.667892 0.066134 5.140944 0.065195
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.15 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 2X8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.262806 0.03065 4.213576 0.03464
mm3 col 4.197872 0.033265 4.083128 0.032126
mm4 row 4.228498 0.018209 4.202092 0.022274
mm4 col 3.958016 0.043948 3.406046 0.03462
bb 4.422545 0.015353 4.377503 0.009953
cannon c 4.394054 0.038217 3.583541 0.030055
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.301309 0.031906 3.517384 0.031933
cannon ag 4.278885 0.050151 3.494111 0.057449
cannon bg 4.321825 0.084361 3.537836 0.084096
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.931949 0.080208 2.86153 0.072125
summak= 62500 4.394717 0.033610 4.361812 0.033293
summak=31250 4.356114 0.017053 4.338945 0.018001
summak=15625 4.515287 0.036462 4.503864 0.030831
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Table B.16 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 2X8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.933289 0.039866 3.90542 0.041735
mm3 col 3.970964 0.01829 3.863822 0.024559
mm4 row 3.953631 0.027084 3.931302 0.025789
mm4 col 3.630889 0.050354 3.108206 0.057096
bb 4.140487 0.007097 4.103479 0.00589
cannon c 4.064698 0.019351 3.260979 0.016716
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.91861 0.029584 3.14584 0.027402
cannon ag 3.831314 0.03503 3.039961 0.029134
cannon bg 3.921933 0.040472 3.143978 0.040751
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.5369 0.054973 2.494047 0.036845
summak= 62500 4.153626 0.064796 4.134559 0.064476
summak=31250 4.081104 0.066222 4.072584 0.066876
summak=15625 4.331057 0.096921 4.324720 0.097092
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Table B.17 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 8x2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.214909 0.015194 4.136341 0.023237
mm3 col 4.073732 0.014319 4.040215 0.015117
mm4 row 3.729855 0.054938 3.168406 0.042156
mm4 col 4.102313 0.038124 4.062709 0.035695
bb 4.302904 0.016558 4.254546 0.012367
cannon c 4.205115 0.042712 0.042712 0.033712
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.136069 0.042626 3.332678 0.044775
cannon ag 4.019952 0.048972 3.239578 0.04012
cannon bg 3.98165 0.043959 3.199116 0.047832
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.720745 0.081657 2.668047 0.067295
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak= 62500 4.277147 0.030453 4.258347 0.019875
summak=31250 4.148420 0.024456 4.135920 0.023636
summak=15625 4.309977 0.022043 4.299258 0.022856
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Table B.18 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 8x2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.055317 0.033084 3.911126 0.037647
mm3 col 3.973925 0.012593 3.946825 0.013045
mm4 row 3.63912 0.053744 3.1194 0.039113
mm4 col 3.959473 0.008977 3.932838 0.010365
bb 4.126256 0.008871 4.078065 0.006156
cannon c 4.075613 0.056711 3.272461 0.058197
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 4.026461 0.046892 3.243728 0.043026
cannon ag 3.907203 0.037716 3.13685 0.037493
cannon bg 3.842685 0.032123 3.060884 0.047861
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.649031 0.082122 2.59096 0.065382
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
summak= 62500 4.175258 0.034787 4.149201 0.029637
summak=31250 4.056620 4.056620 4.043206 0.025781
summak=15625 4.330239 0.018880 4.321053 0.017460
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Table B.19 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 4x4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.203153 0.068965 3.096638 0.066479
mm3 col 3.129 0.033202 2.99895 0.037072
mm4 row 3.173233 0.052567 3.072323 0.044028
mm4 col 3.107457 0.045969 3.004562 0.031968
bb 3.876474 0.017606 3.840092 0.014238
cannon c 3.542897 0.074237 3.053601 0.071775
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.57502 0.041449 3.084943 0.038046
cannon ag 3.541813 0.074767 3.033528 0.101516
cannon bg 3.575321 0.060357 3.077167 0.063835
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 3.387456 0.045475 3.256848 3.256848
summak= 62500 3.901732 0.041087 3.850946 0.036295
summak=31250 3.772787 0.017295 3.761962 0.015786
summak=15625 3.959038 0.013488 3.946298 0.013273
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Table B.20 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 4x4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 2.839411 0.041068 2.762465 0.032706
mm3 col 2.793943 0.014931 2.715991 0.028313
mm4 row 2.82084 0.031039 2.740449 0.023687
mm4 col 2.821432 0.045188 2.730391 0.027149
bb 3.618108 0.019769 3.564933 0.0063
cannon c 3.129582 0.042002 2.603955 0.054401
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.209889 0.050087 2.691529 0.057724
cannon ag 3.144318 0.040328 2.659598 0.047086
cannon bg 3.188132 0.062252 2.675017 0.062166
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.945723 0.035036 2.864223 0.037891
mm5 col 2.929245 0.038861 2.833816 0.035598
summak= 62500 3.635329 0.034364 3.589823 0.037431
summak=31250 3.614295 0.027068 3.607060 0.027223
summak=15625 3.832672 0.021941 3.828678 0.021785
Table B.21 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 1x24 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.45839 0.021523 8.427345 0.025684
mm3 col 5.726837 0.085555 5.360642 0.03012
mm4 row 8.442294 0.018277 8.410518 0.018394
mm4 col 5.460098 0.028983 5.107415 0.030643
bb 8.445527 0.034651 8.422815 0.034973
cannon c 5.495547 0.035806 5.139393 0.035265
cannon a 5.488725 0.019606 5.123699 0.019726
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 4.396079 0.110864 4.261504 0.092716
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.22 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 1x24 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.38215 0.044878 8.356134 0.043363
mm3 col 5.59121 0.11584 5.379425 0.074502
mm4 row 8.319037 0.028694 8.29219 0.028812
mm4 col 5.577472 0.042847 5.222875 0.04289
bb 8.313715 0.020968 8.293889 0.020852
cannon c 5.625993 0.066275 5.270311 0.039199
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.622802 0.05763 5.262799 0.057476
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 4.31915 0.274214 4.171234 0.255951
Table B.23 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 24X1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.65601 0.080213 5.270823 0.030611
mm3 col 8.344213 0.038761 8.311609 0.043717
mm4 row 5.279027 0.040525 4.903033 0.043972
mm4 col 8.319632 0.057649 8.293763 0.05798
bb 8.275923 0.037704 8.255105 0.038211
cannon c 5.363099 0.064787 4.988217 0.062832
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b 5.321795 0.031881 4.958703 0.037603
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 4.337421 0.15214 4.231628 0.126008
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.24 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 24X1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.840285 0.076161 5.61341 0.039287
mm3 col 8.377076 0.02276 8.347141 0.019958
mm4 row 5.79778 0.0713 5.417092 0.047292
mm4 col 8.389939 0.050351 8.347916 0.015609
bb 8.370216 0.008956 8.338602 0.010537
cannon c 5.792052 0.046904 5.426762 0.028081
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.783374 0.034093 5.393122 0.034435
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 4.515002 0.206727 4.361538 0.165978
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.25 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 12X2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.328413 0.018401 3.8539 0.048035
mm3 col 4.401844 0.014249 4.380015 0.01248
mm4 row 3.558425 0.049529 3.176455 0.064476
mm4 col 4.82329 0.013667 4.683989 0.013227
bb 4.545437 0.010635 4.51123 0.007552
cannon c 4.056724 0.034728 3.39884 0.054532
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.838548 0.035863 2.76039 0.035247
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.26 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 12X2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.283733 0.047612 3.855587 0.042021
mm3 col 4.339678 0.011752 4.321973 0.010727
mm4 row 3.577238 0.042983 3.220233 0.057073
mm4 col 4.7731 0.017513 4.616497 0.017315
bb 4.478846 0.013113 4.439388 0.010069
cannon c 4.106531 0.042369 3.429956 0.050785
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.698222 0.075327 2.638715 0.064311
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.27 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 3X8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.352797 0.017312 3.312307 0.014975
mm3 col 3.535287 0.01873 3.430297 0.008898
mm4 row 3.651113 0.035717 3.329517 0.019782
mm4 col 3.147572 0.028107 2.720499 0.027057
bb 3.503153 0.023311 3.434125 0.023503
cannon c 3.960935 0.056582 3.023022 0.051233
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.947293 0.077164 3.02448 0.090275
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.866903 0.015111 2.770972 0.01393
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Table B.28 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 3X8 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.179909 0.030605 3.133902 0.031569
mm3 col 3.429871 0.020838 3.33795 0.008213
mm4 row 3.478981 0.033973 3.16107 0.008101
mm4 col 3.032952 0.054987 2.619552 0.050194
bb 3.322138 0.010813 3.259055 0.012552
cannon c 3.834265 0.065851 2.893359 0.058547
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.779584 0.059361 2.886051 0.058027
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.663021 0.02219 2.590837 0.01452
Table B.29 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 8X3 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.505393 0.034106 3.407168 0.031964
mm3 col 3.248058 0.021183 3.21024 0.024634
mm4 row 3.103884 0.035893 2.707429 0.028878
mm4 col 3.571994 0.031927 3.256261 0.018786
bb 3.398381 0.0227 3.323218 0.012216
cannon c 3.905596 0.089938 2.977605 0.06427
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.888331 0.063813 2.966737 0.060206
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.767815 0.021237 2.679015 0.018975
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.30 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 8X3 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.513424 0.029809 3.387817 0.03705
mm3 col 3.187358 0.013369 3.131347 0.010076
mm4 row 3.032882 0.064184 2.632228 0.053707
mm4 col 3.508774 0.022052 3.195344 0.020867
bb 3.308673 0.006467 3.234233 0.007019
cannon c 3.855943 0.088553 2.925804 0.07412
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.836439 0.064748 2.914107 0.066995
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.646421 0.023586 2.573228 0.022015
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.31 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 6X4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.160832 0.037778 2.976554 0.026889
mm3 col 3.248382 0.027495 3.166304 0.02357
mm4 row 3.396989 0.057084 3.079719 0.049937
mm4 col 3.617156 0.03322 3.25897 0.023269
bb 3.344351 0.019605 3.299733 0.010001
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 3.007754 0.035207 2.882488 0.020396
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.32 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 6X4 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.046412 0.039844 2.887525 0.02951
mm3 col 3.155118 0.026347 3.094892 0.025028
mm4 row 3.254924 0.020002 2.919847 0.083947
mm4 col 3.485395 0.03544 3.119913 0.016384
bb 3.237799 0.017807 3.184951 0.010161
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.835384 0.055644 2.716264 0.031296
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.33 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 4X6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.345744 0.032026 3.275283 0.020191
mm3 col 3.138826 0.02008 2.957825 0.015805
mm4 row 3.676762 0.030009 3.314785 0.01393
mm4 col 3.440351 0.025458 3.120354 0.013242
bb 3.376627 0.021567 3.332475 0.021953
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 3.037468 0.052676 2.909494 0.041564
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Table B.34 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 4X6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.218744 0.032966 3.158233 0.034832
mm3 col 3.017851 0.018722 2.850026 0.011723
mm4 row 3.462503 0.018531 3.117569 0.012224
mm4 col 3.299377 0.049833 2.920159 0.079418
bb 3.229824 0.014196 3.19323 0.010022
cannon c N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.894791 0.063406 2.772078 0.063643
Table B.35 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 10X3 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.514858 0.01367 3.325621 0.008122
mm3 col 3.581997 0.010092 3.487422 0.007226
mm4 row 2.870717 0.041385 2.520075 0.061059
mm4 col 3.658376 0.020346 3.39813 0.013543
bb 3.488661 0.014617 3.450064 0.013549
cannon c 3.40215 0.076734 2.647186 0.07138
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.318689 0.078509 2.60855 0.067382
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.510632 0.045239 2.427399 0.031088
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.36 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 10X3 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.500899 0.035638 3.260365 0.033977
mm3 col 3.533815 0.008569 3.445624 0.009695
mm4 row 2.777297 0.068878 2.404114 0.03959
mm4 col 3.612043 0.026721 3.342159 0.012045
bb 3.409142 0.015286 3.367717 0.014057
cannon c 3.157822 0.060354 2.452814 0.075366
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.160184 0.058897 2.438898 0.057878
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.335101 0.046256 2.27162 0.038967
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.37 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 3X10 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.757077 0.018986 3.671671 0.012994
mm3 col 3.536374 0.007454 3.361788 0.022038
mm4 row 3.801957 0.033509 3.547532 0.025433
mm4 col 3.011143 0.050239 2.663315 0.05965
bb 3.673503 0.016808 3.617787 0.010663
cannon c 3.478287 0.065792 2.75625 0.04395
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.473586 0.053429 2.791566 0.048048
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.650887 0.027816 2.560581 0.019219
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Table B.38 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 3X10 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.587176 0.037604 3.489033 0.030261
mm3 col 3.468597 0.013486 3.225098 0.017994
mm4 row 3.622106 0.041971 3.365743 3.365743
mm4 col 2.756187 0.058557 2.388885 0.033558
bb 3.472019 3.472019 3.472019 0.009364
cannon c 3.309094 0.05307 2.612884 0.034711
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.328692 0.064763 2.609425 0.061198
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.341024 0.041335 2.280672 2.280672
Table B.39 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 15X2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.29837 0.051705 3.920812 3.920812
mm3 col 3.920812 0.018768 4.421479 0.015555
mm4 row 3.218701 0.078583 2.859497 0.046316
mm4 col 4.705823 0.019068 4.47726 0.013508
bb 4.472857 0.221796 4.439948 0.228622
cannon c 3.70359 0.061336 3.009066 0.058045
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.716928 0.052876 3.022234 0.051743
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.831777 0.047748 2.747272 0.035346
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.40 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 15X2 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.368235 0.043347 3.959199 0.045686
mm3 col 4.489708 0.021787 4.465323 0.020755
mm4 row 3.184423 0.135599 2.836097 0.126174
mm4 col 4.732523 4.732523 4.498371 4.498371
bb 4.374367 0.032356 4.326145 0.024157
cannon c 3.749523 0.099634 3.056503 0.09932
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.735474 0.081331 3.048426 0.085474
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 2.7764 0.057209 2.716735 0.051187
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.41 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 2X15 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.537496 0.018019 4.517639 0.015055
mm3 col 4.283722 0.023754 3.965412 0.017423
mm4 row 4.843161 0.020365 4.619049 0.022802
mm4 col 3.331805 0.087465 2.971812 0.05567
bb 4.539502 0.01738 4.474962 0.009298
cannon c 3.953567 0.083517 3.268627 0.079354
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.947715 0.097082 3.268721 0.075353
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.898471 2.898471 2.826505 0.07025
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Table B.42 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 2X15 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 4.506144 0.018922 4.486898 0.019619
mm3 col 4.22307 0.0139 3.926386 0.031005
mm4 row 4.720304 0.020659 4.497234 0.014164
mm4 col 3.20567 0.108612 2.829852 0.09955
bb 4.440573 0.019602 4.395036 0.010968
cannon c 3.89975 0.061623 3.245693 0.06778
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.833345 0.052451 3.171206 0.050631
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.831264 0.041963 2.776026 0.033707
Table B.43 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 1X30 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.852186 0.096911 5.398056 0.029981
mm3 col 8.861799 0.043633 8.819533 0.019454
mm4 row 8.861799 0.043633 8.819533 0.019454
mm4 col 5.389181 0.044735 5.088852 0.040424
bb 8.838018 0.016282 8.803336 0.014641
cannon c 5.391435 0.017308 5.081901 0.017725
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.368639 0.018572 5.068666 0.018196
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 4.532408 0.099982 4.399734 0.097491
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Table B.44 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 1X30 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 8.897819 0.044805 8.866161 0.041318
mm3 col 5.650716 0.089897 5.439874 0.026054
mm4 row 8.898598 0.036385 8.847434 0.015697
mm4 col 5.538136 0.056598 5.240385 0.051751
bb 8.814915 0.019445 8.782449 0.018156
cannon c 5.534651 0.075329 5.249275 0.066419
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.546148 0.046314 5.248003 0.047168
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 4.620335 0.144842 4.436738 0.133359
Table B.45 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 30x1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.776788 0.130887 5.305695 0.044333
mm3 col 8.772705 0.017406 8.739611 0.01666
mm4 row 5.223377 0.055667 4.892938 0.030422
mm4 col 8.749091 0.019171 8.716653 0.019039
bb 8.691961 0.01368 8.674242 0.014123
cannon c 5.186697 5.186697 4.87013 4.87013
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.190609 0.030463 4.88004 0.033113
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 4.4046 0.033113 4.263045 0.126637
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Table B.46 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 30x1 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 5.999449 0.063811 5.689894 0.037963
mm3 col 8.926476 0.03225 8.88464 0.021936
mm4 row 5.648814 0.037875 5.344519 0.02944
mm4 col 8.897074 0.018547 8.859861 0.015481
bb 8.882847 0.021721 8.854683 0.022376
cannon c 5.68718 0.079879 5.373852 0.061781
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 5.699088 0.041086 5.378356 0.031133
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row 4.700531 0.222084 4.523871 0.201087
mm5 col N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table B.47 Stampede2: DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 5X6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.411531 0.019788 3.103697 0.013191
mm3 col 2.68632 0.019168 2.550471 2.550471
mm4 row 3.105214 0.028839 2.770949 0.043365
mm4 col 2.919297 0.02479 2.602031 0.031491
bb 3.198404 0.012501 3.112315 0.012311
cannon c 3.28702 0.094339 2.520919 0.083752
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.219742 0.026986 2.509193 0.026738
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.922301 0.032711 2.838288 0.034756
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Table B.48 Stampede2: X DGEMM Run-Time(seconds) 1kx1mx1k, on 5X6 grid
Algorithm name avg max dev max avg min dev min
mm3 row 3.2025 0.04168 2.901067 0.033822
mm3 col 2.532934 0.028159 2.402534 0.035942
mm4 row 2.827535 0.031552 2.543495 0.022738
mm4 col 2.757272 0.048684 2.428585 0.032532
bb 2.956305 0.015096 2.914598 0.010835
cannon c 3.016148 0.055457 2.320354 0.034354
cannon a N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon b N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon cg 3.055042 0.070141 2.3453 0.067721
cannon ag N/A N/A N/A N/A
cannon bg N/A N/A N/A N/A
summa N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 row N/A N/A N/A N/A
mm5 col 2.681195 0.020289 2.595165 0.022055
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF TEST PROGRAMS
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Once the library is built, a couple of test programs are used to generate experimental data
files and to run the tests as described in the methodology. The gen1.c program is used to generate
the data file with all the required parameters as defined by the user. The program provides a prompt
and the user is able to to select from the available options as listed below:
• Select one or more algorithms from the polyalgorithms set.
• Input the mesh dimension: grid shape or size in the form of P×Q.
• Select the storage type: row major or column major.
• Input the dimensions of matrix A and B.
• Select the type of row and columns mapping: linear, scatter, block linear, block scatter,
virtual scatter, virtual block scatter.
• Input alpha and beta for scaling.
• Select the data type: all one, uniform or random.
The above steps generate the data file called data. We then run the main test program which uses
the generated data file. A simple test run with four processors can be: mpirun -np 4 ./main1 data.
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